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A university has a face. Its face 
is a montage of its people. And, as 
surely as the faces of people reflect 
their feelings, so the face of Eastern 
reflects the school's mood. 
Eastern's is a mobile face. It 
shows pride when its athletes tri­
umph, concern when its students 
suffer, and sudden anger at injustice. 
To read its mood one must read its 
people-its students, staff, faculty, 
administrators-the face of Eastern. 
Through the pages of this AU­
RORA, we, the staff, have tried to 
portray the face of Eastern. 
� SI.a/I,, 1961 
EDITOR: Sallie Walters 
ASSISTANT EDITOR: Joan Treichel 
ART EDITOR: Rodger Knight 
BUSINESS MANAGER: Don Plumb 
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Bingo Brown is an institution. Since 1923 
his words of encouragement, his ever-open 
door, and love for 'his boys' have given 
him a very special place in the hearts of 
countless Eastern students. 
Last year the Kappa Phi Alpha fratern­
ity dedicated its annual banquet to him. 
That group's newsletter honored him as 
they said "His 37 years of unselfish devo­
tion and service to our alma mater have 
built up a set of traditions that few col­
leges ever enjoy. Bingo's sympathetic per­
sonal touch has, at some time or other, 
been bestowed upon all of us. Men without 
number have been encouraged to 'go on,' 
'finish the job,' or 'bounce back' from fail­
ure." 
Evidence of his faith in students is shown 
in countless letters he has written to stu­
dents who were down three or more honor 
points. He has said "I believe they have the 
ability and my letters help them to believe 
they do." 
--
We dedicate this 1961 AURORA to James 
"Bingo" Brown--a man who has dedicated 
himself to Eastern. 
Dean Brown presents an award. 
Counseling students is one of the many jobs of 
the Dean of Men. 
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A university, like any 
individual, has a face that 
shows fun. This section shows 
the people who are Eastern in their 
off hours. These are people relaxing, 
doing the things they like to do. 
The parties, the dances, 
and the between-class coffee breaks 
are here. Here, too, are the big 
events that break the routine and 
give Eastern a chance to enjoy 
itself. 
This, then, is the face of 
Eastern relaxing. This face 
shows the spirit of people having 
fun; people doing the things they 
enjoy. 
14 
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The queen's talent show in session. 
Students vote for their favorite queen candidate. 
16 
All the campus prepares for the 
homecoming events. Gr a d  u a t  i n  g 
seniors make ready for their final 
fall fling as students at E.M.U.; 
Freshmen students, prepare with 
exuburance, especially the freshmen 
coeds. At the homecoming pep rally 
they have their chance to send those 
labeling green ribbons up in smoke. 
To promote pre-game spirit, the 
cheerleaders led the way to the pep 
rally by linking together a chain of 
football fans in a snake dance. 
The men on campus turned their 
attentions on the fairest of the fair 
as they decided who should be the 
gir 1 to reign over the events to come 
in the 1960 E.M. U. homecoming. 
The votes are counted. 
Dean Hollis and the homecoming committee gather to 
plan an eventful homecoming. 
The night before, a bonfire illuminates many student faces in the darkness. 
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Vet's Club members work on their float early in the 
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Jones Hall Homecoming decorations-ready for the judges. 
The advent of the homecoming 
weekend brings about a dawn of rec­
ognition to all involved of: "So much 
to do . . . so little time to do it. 11 
Especially hard working were the 
determined dorm decorators and 
float builders who braved the ele­
ments and late nights before the 
judging. 
Construction of the Homecoming float for Jones. 
A fraternity Frankenstein float takes 
on an eerie appearance. 
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Winning organizatoins float was built by the Vet's Club. 
ROTC Drill Team leads the parade. 
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Featuring the theme "Great 
B o o ks," E a s t e r n' s 196 0 
H o m e c o m i n g  Parade orig­
inated from the front of Mc 
Kenny Hall. Half a mile in 
length, the parade included 
floats, homecoming royalty, 
and four bands. 
Overall best float was the 
"TKE House of the August 
Moon" which also won top 
honors in the fraternity di­
vision. The best sorority float 
was "Cyrano DeBergerac" by 
the Sigma Nu's. Vets Club's 
"Hunchback of Notre Dame" 
took the award for organiza­
tions while Downing Hall's 
"Legend of. Sleepy Hollow" 
won the residence hall divi­
sion. 
"TKE House of the August Moon," wins over-all competition. 
.. • .. . . .. , .. 
"Cyrano DeBergerac" 
was winner in the 
sorority division. 
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Each year a t  the time when the 
leaves turn over and fall to the ground, 
s o does t h e  reigning homecoming 
queen turn over her crown and royal 
robe to her successor. \Vearing the 
E. M. U. regalia this year is our 1960 
homecoming queen, Judy Mashke. 
Queen Judy received h e r  crown 
during the presentation ceremonies 
at an all-campus assembly in Pease 
auditorium. Placing first in a field of 
five finalists, Judy headed a court 
composed of Judy Mansfield, Carol 
Patrick, Jinx Porte, and Sandy Strick­
land. 
As if by cue, the sun made a timely 
appearance to add an appropriate gol­
den sparkle to the halftime ceremo­
nies. Queen Judy and her royal court 
were escorted across the field by an 
honor guard of R. 0. T. C. cadets and 
presented to their subjects, the stu­
dents and alumni of Eastern Michigan 
University. 
Judy, a member of Alpha Xi Delta, 
was sponsored and supported by her 
sorority sisters. 
Eastern's foot-weary queen takes a break. 
At half-time, the queen and her court are presented. 
The band takes the field at half-time. 
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A reverent hush fell over the noisy 
stands as students, faculty, and alumni 
of E.M.U. joined together in singing their 
"Alma Mater." In a mass profusion of 
pennants, mums, confetti, and spirit, East­
ern fans thronged Briggs' Field to see 
their Hurons in action. 
The homecoming football game was a 
happy time. The students, with the many 
worried hours of planning and preparing 
for the annual festivities behind them, 
concentrated their efforts on cheering 
for the team. The alumni reunited them­
selves with old friends and familiar sur-
roundings. 
Performing enthusiastically to do their 
parts in making the 1960 homecoming a 
success, the members of the E.M.U. band 
provided music during the half-time cere­
monies and throughout the game. The 
homecoming queen and her court of royalty 
also made an appearance, adding beauty 
to an already colorful scene. 
Spirits only slightly dampened by oc­
casional rain and the unfortunate outcome 
of the game, the crowds dispersed as the 
clock ran out ready for the next phase 
of activity. 
One of the exciting moments in the 
Homecoming game. 
The crowd watches the game intently. 
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When t h e  minute-hand f i n  a 11 y 
marks the end of a class period, a 
fresh surge of life and vitality are 
ushered into the person of Eastern's 
student body. Bustling with the de­
sire to laugh, to relax, and to be re­
leased of tension, students can b e  
found either at, or on their way to, 
t h e i r  favorite 'stomping' grounds. 
For many, the bulk of social 1 i f  e 
means the student union in McKenny 
Hall. Here there is the opportunity 
to relax, laugh, compare classes and 
instructors, groan over a test, and 
perhaps, make a date. To others, 
relaxation and enjoyment m e a n  a 
casual stroll across campus with a 
'favorite' or a b r i e f  conversation 
with a passing friend. And t h e n ,  
there is that familiar path that leads 
back to the dorm, where worries may 
b e  temporarily discarded. 
McKenny is the center of social activities for many parties and dances. 
The Library offers study and research facilities for many students. 
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Kennedy speaks to students and townspeople during a brief stop in Ypsilanti. 
Nixon addresses the crowd at a whistle- stop speech in Ann Arbor. 
28 
With the approaching presidential elec­
tion in November Eastern students, as well 
as the country as a whole, took an active 
interest in the campaigns and the candi­
dates. Student political clubs were active 
in campaigning for the candidate of their 
choice and many an impromptu debate 
broke out between students. 
Eastern was fortunate in having both 
major candidates appear so close to the 
campus. Kennedy stopped in Ypsilanti and 
Nixon was seen and heard in Ann Arbor. 
Another highlight in t h e  pre-election 
campaigns was t h e  Waugh-Keyes debate 
co-sponsored by the Young Democrat and 
Republican Clubs. Two figures, one from 
the campus and one from the community, 
debated the platforms of the major political 
parties to an audience of students and fac­
ulty. 
Students heard party platforms argued at the Waugh-Keyes Debate. 
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Christmas music fills Pease Auditorium at the All-Campus Christmas sing. 
With December comes Christmas, and 
with Christmas the campus bustles with a 
special activity and spirit. 
The dorms outdo themselves in an ef­
fort to make this year's decorations more 
beautiful than the last. Parties and festiv­
ities show the Christmas spirit. 
But Christmas is a time of service as 
well as of joy. Parties are given for the 
underprivileged and handicapped. Special 
30 
decorations and service projects are car­
ried out at the local hospitals by different 
clubs and organizations. Gifts are given 
to needy families in the community. 
And, Christmas is a time of music. Rec­
ords of carols are heard in all the resi­
dences. At the All Campus Sing, each group 
sings some number of its choice and the 
beautiful music of Christmastime becomes 
a part of the cam pus. 
Christmastime means the annual Parent-faculty Tea at 
Jones Hall. 
All-Campus Christmas party, 
Santa visits King Hall during the annual party given for children in the community. 
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Honorary Cadet Colonel, Marlene Schwartz, reigned 
over the Military Ball. 
A semester must, and does, come to an 
end. It ends in a turmoil of cramming, 
late-nights, exams, graduations, and good­
byes. 
But, although there is an infinite sigh of 
relief when the last exam has been taken, 
there is also a small sigh of remembrance. 
There is the regret 'IF I had only studied 
more. If I had only • . .  ' 
Lectures a n d  books and studies a r e  
transformed into honor points on IBM rec­
ords and knowledge in student minds. A 
semester has ended. 
These young men retreat to the union for study time. Finals will do this to people! 
Studying becomes more important than ever. 
Honorary degree received . . . along with congratulations. 
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There is a special kind of newness in 
the beginning of a semester. It is the new­
ness of clean notebooks, unopened texts, 
unknown professors, and new faces. 
Registration, with its singular brand of 
organized chaos, affects the entire cam­
pus. For the students it is a time of man-
gled schedules, millions of forms, andques 
waiting at each stop. And, for the faculty 
it is a time of untangling students, brief 
coffee breaks and long hours. 
Classes begin and school settles into its 
familiar routine. A fresh semester has be­
gun. 
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Registration-multi-colored IBM cards by the thousand and lines of students 
waiting at the various stations. 
New freshmen are introduced to the various campus organizations in an informal meeting. 
Eastern's bowling-alley-turned-bookstore is feverish with activity at the start of each semester. 
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Within each residence hall there is an 
individual spirit and a special kind of ac­
tivity. Each dorm becomes a unit in itself 
as well as a collection of individuals. 
To promote this spirit, most of the halls 
boast of an active social calendar. A fa­
vorite event is mother's, father's or sis­
ter's day. During these, the students' fam­
ilies have the opportunity to become ac­
quainted with the dorm and with the campus. 
There are parties: Christmas, H a  11 o­
ween, Decorating, Homecoming, and Birth­
day parties. Ma n y  d o r m s  off er a more 
formal type of activity as well. Faculty 
and parent teas or corridor dinners illus­
trate some. 
The conclusion of Pixie Week at Jones Hall was an informal party in the recreation room 
to exchange gifts. 
Representing Little Sister's Weekend at Downing Hall are: 
Nannette Samelley, Patricia Betz, Judith Miner, Sally Maier. 
Christmas time at King Hall 
One of the main events of the fall semester, is an annual Halloween party. 
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The Pi Kappa Phi's offered a pie-in-the-face booth at Greek 
Weekend. 
N o  week p a s  s e s  throughout the 
s c h  o o 1 year w ith o u t  its s h a r e  
of g r  e e k-s p o n s  o r  e d activities. 
These groups provide countless op­
portunities for relaxation, recrea­
tion, and service. 
There are p a r t i e s: informal or 
s e m i-f o r m a  1, costume or casual, 
TG IF or holiday parties. There are 
service p r o  j e c t  s; services to the 
community, to the school or fund­
raising. There is a chance for re­
laxation: in outings, week-ends and 
intramural sports. 
Alpha Xi's featured a pajama party in one of their informal parties. 
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The Tri Sig's shined shoes and used profits for the Robbie 
Page Memorial. 
Greek Weekend offered a chance to let off steam. 
McKenny provides the setting for many greek-sponsored aances. 
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The suitors, from TAMING OF THE SHREW, discuss 
possible strategy. 
Opening the 1960-61 series o f  stage 
productions was a presentation of TEA­
HOUSE OF THE AUGUST M O O N. The 
play, by John Patrick, based on a novel 
by Vern Sneider, earned both the Pulitzer 
Prize and the Critics Circle Award for 
1953. 
This comedy centers around the prob-
lems an American Army captain encoun­
ters when he tries to follow the Army oc­
cupation manual in the village of Tobiki. 
Player's 1959-60 season closed with 
Shakespeare's ever-popular farce, THE 
TAM ING OF THE SHREW. A special mati­
nee performance was given for some 300 
high school students who visited the cam­
pus for the first annual High School Drama 
Workshop. 
Kate watches as a servant is berated to teach her a lesson in TAMING OF THE SHREW. 
The Teahouse scene. 
Happy-go-lucky Sakini, the self­
appointed mascot of Captain 
Fis by. 
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Michael, Shanner and Sailor Mahan discuss the terrors of the enchanted cock. 
A jeep load of villagers and a goat add up to the problem for Captain Fishy. 
42 
One of the "most unusual plays in the 
m o d e r n  theatre," was director George 
Bird's c o m m e n t  about COCK-A-DOO­
DLE-DANDY. 
The play, by Sean O'Casey, is a fantasy 
built around the figure of a n  enchanted 
cock turned loose in a j oyless little Irish 
village where the priest-led people have 
been taught to fear this symbol of joy and 
happiness as a reincarnation of the devil. 
In spite of its tragic ending, most of the 
play is a gay farce moving quickly from 
comedy to tragedy. 
HOATZEN, an o r i g i n a l  one-act by 
Dwaine Steffes, was the production of the 
EMU Players Laboratory Theatre which 
provides students with the opportunity to 
experiment in various forms and styles 
of dramatic production. 
Offered as a bonus to season t i c k e t  
subscribers, the p l a y  marked the first 
time Quirk stage had been used for an a­
rena-style production. 
Loreleen and Sailor Mahan begin a gay, high-stepping dance. 
The enchanted cock from Sean O'Casey's play. 
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Variety and a bit of spice are added to 
Eastern' s school year by the special events 
and programs. These range from guest 
speakers to plays, from programs to car­
nivals. 
A wide range of programs with appeal 
for all is planned each year by different 
groups. These special events add high­
lights to the routine and make up a vital 
part of campus life. 
August Maekelberghe, Music Director of St. John's 
Episcopal Church in Detroit, taped an organ recital on 
Eastern's new Alexander Memorial Organ. 
Exhibitions, a variety show, and a panel discussion were features of the extensive afternoon and evening program 
"African Day." 
The young lovers from the play "The Merchant 
of Venice" which was presented by the New 
Players Incorporated on January 10. 
Eastern students had the opportunity to hear concert violinist, Michael Rabin, when he appeared at Pease. 45 
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Students and townspeoplejoin forces in 
the University Civic Orchestra. This year, 
roughly half of the 69 members are stu­
dents at Eastern. Townspeople in the 
group come from many neighboring com­
munities; some of the members are teach­
ers or former EMU students who played 
in the university orchestra while in col­
lege. 
The orchestra is listed in the Adult 
Education program in Ypsilanti. It is a 
member of the Civic Orchestra Associa­
tion of Michigan. 
Beside annual concerts, the group co­
operates with the Dramatic Arts Depart­
ment in presenting the annual musical 
which is the conclusion of the dramatic 
program for the year. 
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The woodwind Ensemble, with eleven 
members at the present time, is composed 
of students with ability and interest in 
the field of woodwind instruments 
The group plays at programs for busi­
ness and professional women's groups in 
this area. They have presented programs 
at Mercywood Hospital and for the Ypsi­
lanti Ladies Literary Club. The class, 
which meets once a week, can be taken 
with or without university credit. 
The Woodwind Ensemble practices under the directorship of Mr. Fitch. 
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Long hours of practice must come before any performance of the band. 
During the Fall of each year, band mem­
bers make up the marching band so f amil­
iar to spectators at the f o o t  b a 11  games. 
Then, after the last home game, they be­
come the Concert Band and present three 
major performances throughout the year. 
There is a Winter Concert in January, 
a Spring Concert d u r i n g  mid-March and 
the concluding Outdoor Concert in May. At 
this final performance band a w  a r d s are 
given to students for participation. 
Band, which can be taken either with or 
without credit, is required of all students 
m a  j o r i n  g in instrumental music. Many 
other students elect to take this, however, 
as it is open to anyone interested in music. 
The Brass Ensemble provides an outlet 
for selected musicians to gain additional 
experience. The group, which c o n s  i s  t s  
primarily of m u s  i c m a j o r s, has seven 
members but this number can be broken 
down into smaller groups for different oc­
casions. 
This group plays primarily c h  a m  b e  r 
music. It performs at functions such as 
the banquet of the state Board of Educa­
tion and a program for patients at Mercy­
wood Hospital. 
The members of the brass Ensemble and Mr. Osadchuck, director. 
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Two separate groups, Women's Chorus 
and Men's Glee Club, make up what was 
previously Choral Union. Each group may 
now practice or give performances by it­
self although they join forces for some 
purposes. 
Performances given by these groups in­
clude the annual Christmas Concert, Bac­
calaureate, and the Palm Sunday Program. 
Men's Glee Club sings at high school as­
sembly programs and at the annual Athletic 
Award Banquet. 
Both groups meet twice weekly for 
rehearsals. The Women's Chorus numbers 
between 120-130 members while Men's 
Glee Club has 35 members. 
FIRST ROW: Craig Strain, George White, Doug Fountain, Lee Lustig, Frank Wackus,James Raub, 
Dick Albrecht, Tauno Watia, Edward Tillson. SECOND ROW: Mr. Ballard, Dan Gamble, James 
Ten Eyck, Ernie Sig yarto, Charles Robinson, John Buckenberger, Ron Ellis, David Goings, James 
Pappas, John Conley. THIRD ROW: George Fox, Darwin Muir, David White, Robert Williams, 
Don Nagel, Dale Van Housen, Jack Purcell, Phil Haines, Bruce Smith, Truman Forest, Eddie 
Cowart. 
so 
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FRONT ROW: Haydn Morgan (director), Bobbie Pratt, Patricia Kelly, Rosalind Carter, Kay Marie Hill, 
Mary Mell, Naomi Higa, Ann Downer, Karen Eastty, Judy Woodworth, J u d i t h  Moore, Carol Anderson, 
Susan Taylor, Mildred Fixer, Liz Thome, Sally Zol kosky, Sue Scripter, Judy Rogers, Mary Ann Guido, 
Willie Lester, Renee Harris, Dail Carter, Dawn Ostrander. SECOND ROW: Ella Mae Vogt, Tesha Palmiter, 
Marlene Vogt, Carol Crothers, Claudia Platt, Donna Ruggles, Nancy Day, Willetta, Kelly, Linda Stickney, 
Carolyn Kunse, Kay Fell, Marilyn Doutt, Linda Waara, Janice Shannon, Janette Galbraith, Janet Rieck, Doro­
thy Tea, Margaret Lang, Sandy Hogan, Brenda Pryor, Lucy Webb, Carol La Rose, Judy Barkman, Carol Ann 
Dankers. THIRD ROW: Sue Newland, Norma O'Neal, Sara Sanderson, Carleen Van Diver, Felicia Peters, Judy 
Perry, Sandra Stover, Dorothy Bradshaw, Loretta Roberts, Elaine Fach, Rose Mary Nelson, Loah Jean Wisner, 
Kathleen Vollich, Eleanor Hassenzahl, Sheila McCalden, Joan Krug, Elaine Tomczyk, Diana Coy, Kari Randall, 
Marie Petrie, Maureen Valliere, Jane Chavis, Beth Davis, Audrey Petaja, Donna Rakay, Phyllis Taylor, 
Shirley Donald, Peggy Ann Sipes. 
FIRST ROW: Mr. Ballard (Director), Barbara Snyder,Miriam Carroll, James Raub, John Conley, Edward Till­
son, John Buckenberger, Ella Mae Vogt, Karen O'Neill, Bobby Pratt, Nancy Fleischman. SECOND ROW: Mar­
lene Jacobs, Lola Horn, Brenda Pryor, Ron Ellis, Frank Wackus, Oliver Peltonen, Don Nagel, Elaine Fach, Lin­
da Stickney, Beverly Johnson, Rita Olson. THIRD ROW: Linda Moore, Lois Rakay, Joan Baskins, George 
White, Vernest Spivey, Don Valentine, Jane Herro, Nancy Yates, Marie Needham, Rebecca Taylor. 
FOURTH ROW: Barbara Randels, Janet Engle, Janna Bilokury, Pat Sullens, David White, George Fox, Jack 
Purcell, Don Rucker, Anne Thomas, Sandra Stover, Sara Sanderson, Felicia Peters, Evelyn Macklem. 
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Without faculty, a university 
could not have a face. Theirs 
might well be termed the 
face of knowledge. And, knowledge, 
in its broadest sense is 
the purpose of a university. 
To the faculty is given 
the problem of passing on 
their learning, and their 
thirst for learning, to the 
student. Probably the most 
familiar face is that of 
a professor lecturing to 
his classes. Nevertheless, there 
are other faces, faces of 
administrators, faces of advisors, 
faces of friends. 
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FRONT ROW: Haydn Morgan (director), Bobbie Pratt, Patricia Kelly, Rosalind Carter, Kay Marie Hill, 
Mary Mell, Naomi Higa, Ann Downer, Karen Eastty, Judy Woodworth, J u d i t h  Moore, Carol Anderson, 
Susan Taylor, Mildred Fixer, Liz Thome, Sally Zol kosky, Sue Scripter, Judy Rogers, Mary Ann Guido, 
Willie Lester, Renee Harris, Dail Carter, Dawn Ostrander. SECOND ROW: Ella Mae Vogt, Tesha Palmiter, 
Marlene Vogt, Carol Crothers, Claudia Platt, Donna Ruggles, Nancy Day, Willetta, Kelly, Linda Stickney, 
Carolyn Kunse, Kay Fell, Marilyn Doutt, Linda Waara, Janice Shannon, Janette Galbraith, Janet Rieck, Doro­
thy Tea, Margaret Lang, Sandy Hogan, Brenda Pryor, Lucy Webb, Carol La Rose, Judy Barkman, Carol Ann 
Dankers. THIRD ROW: Sue Newland, Norma O'Neal, Sara Sanderson, Carleen Van Diver, Felicia Peters, Judy 
Perry, Sandra Stover, Dorothy Bradshaw, Loretta Roberts, Elaine Fach, Rose Mary Nelson, Loah Jean Wisner, 
Kathleen Vollich, Eleanor Hassenzahl, Sheila McCalden, Joan Krug, Elaine Tomczyk, Diana Coy,Kari Randall, 
Marie Petrie, Maureen Valliere, Jane Chavis, Beth Davis, Audrey Petaja, Donna Rakay, Phyllis Taylor, 
Shirley Donald, Peggy Ann Sipes. 
FIRST ROW: Mr. Ballard (Director), Barbara Snyder,Miriam Carroll, James Raub, John Conley, Edward Till­
son, John Buckenberger, Ella Mae Vogt, Karen O'Neill, Bobby Pratt, Nancy Fleischman. SECOND ROW: Mar­
lene Jacobs, Lola Horn, Brenda Pryor, Ron Ellis, Frank Wackus, Oliver Peltonen, Don Nagel, Elaine Fach, Lin­
da Stickney, Beverly Johnson, Rita Olson. THIRD ROW: Linda Moore, Lois Rakay, Joan Baskins, George 
White, Vernest Spivey, Don Valentine, Jane Herra, Nancy Yates, Marie Needham, Rebecca Taylor. 
FOURTH ROW: Barbara Randels, Janet Engle, Janna Bilokury, Pat Sullens, David White, George Fox, Jack 
Purcell, Don Rucker, Anne Thomas, Sandra Stover, Sara Sanderson, Felicia Peters, Evelyn Macklem. 
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JAMES GREEN 
Vice-President & Director of Planning 
and Development 
BENJAMIN KLAGER 
Past-Controller 
. --
Vice-President for Instruction 
LEWIS E. PROFIT 
Present Controller 
WILLIAM C. LA WREN CE 
Vice-President for Student Affairs 
SS 
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SUSAN B. HILL 
Dean of Women 
HELEN B. RUDIN 
Assoc. Dean of Women 
, 
•' -
JAMES (BINGO) BROWN 
Dean of Men 
Director of Social Activities 
RALPH F. GILDEN 
Dean of Student Activities 
WILLIAM CRANE 
Assoc. Dean of Men 
RICHARD J. NISBET 
Director of Placement 
E. JAMES KITSON 
Manager, Charles McKenny Hall 
EVERETT L. MARSHALL 
Registrar ', _.. 
DAVID H. STOCKHAM WILLIAM J. BUCKINGHAM 
Director of Housing Director of Union and Food Services 
WILLIAM J. BROWNRIGG ROBERT A. ANDREWS 
Director of Academic Advising Head of Food Services 57 
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Mr. N. Bryan, Mr. M. Straplon, Mr. W. Wilcox, Mr. F. Leib, and Dean Crane enjoy an evening of bowling. 
Although the traditional picture of a 
faculty member is one of a professor in a 
lecture hall, this is only one facet of their 
total face. 
A professor is far more than a teaching 
machine. His activities connected with 
school are far broader than test correct­
ing. These, then, are only a few samples 
of Eastern' s faculty members in their 
various roles. 
Dr. Loesell enjoys a little relaxation in the faculty 
bowling league. 
Dr. Ross Loesell photographs flowers as a hobby, and uses these photographs in his classes. 
Mrs. Cardeu conducts an informal class in German. 
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Eastern's sports show a host of 
different faces. 
... euud:s tJu:o«gh 
The progress of each game can be seen 
in the face of the team. On the 
bench, the players live each play as 
it is carried through on the field. 
The players' faces show the 
determination and the strain as they 
fight to win. The runner, giving 
his final sprint before crossing 
the finish line, shows the will 
that carries him through the race. 
The faces of the coaches show 
the face of the game. The tension, 
the hopes, the disappointments, 
and the triumphs can be read 
in the faces of these men. 
And, the game shows too, in 
the faces of the spectators. 
As they vicariously live each 
play, the tension, excitement, 
and hope can be read in their 
expressions. 
Eastern's sports, then, can be 
read in the faces of the people 
involved . . those who play, who 
watch, and who live each game. 
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Coach Trosko calling a play from the sideline. 
Anxious Hurons wait to try their hand against Eastern Illinois. 
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The football team suffered a losing 
but honorable season. Playing against 
much stronger and powerful opponents, 
the Hurons tied one and lost eight. Rid­
dled with injuries, the squad played its 
hardest. Even with this record the team 
placed four men o n the I I A C league 
teams. Bill Yanis made the offensive 
unit while Norm Jacobs, Gary Dode, and 
Nick Genova were elected to the defen­
sive team. With Genova and Jacobs re­
turning n ext year, the f u t u r e  looks 
bright. 
A weary Eastern team takes time out to discuss future strategy. 
Ed Dubja, EMU quarterback is shown ready to pitch out to fullback Jim Dills, on an option play 
against Eastern Illinois 
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Al Ifversen, Captain of the 1960 Eastern 
Michigan University football team. 
FRONT ROW: Coach Bush, Tom Steeby, Lew Kieft, 
Brian Dunn, Ron Guylas, Emil Majeski, Captain Al 
Ifversen, Ed Dubja, John Seckinger, Al Gaiss. SECOND 
ROW: John Barnett, Dave Catherman, Dick Carl, 
John Bodenmiller, Jim Whiteside, Marty Thomas, Dale 
Coller, Pat Dignan, Tom Prieur, Doug Holtz, Jim Dills. 
THIRD ROW: Coach Trosko, Norm Parker, Don 
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EMU OPPONENTS SCORE 
7 Albion 21 
7 Youngstown 27 
14 Illinois State 14 
0 Northern Mich. 21 
0 Central Mich. 26 
0 Eastern Ill. 8 
8 Southern Ill. 66 
0 Northern Ill. 19 
2 Western Ill. 26 
Drinkhahn, Dan Gamble, Bill Wolf, Tom Bryce, Nick 
Genova, Dempster Ross, George Beaudette, Andy 
Sowa, Leonard Anderson, Chuck Elmquist, Manager 
Dave Northrup. FOURTH ROW: Leonard Kirschke, 
Richard Dietrich, Mike Beebe, Norman Jacobs, Bill 
Yanis, Don Trefry, Joe Giuliani, Gary Dode, Ray 
Raiford, Paul Quenneville, Richard Fahey, Coach Fox. 
The strength of EMU's line: Captain AI Ifversen, Nick Genova and Chuck Elmquist. 
Head football coach Fred Trosko converses with assistant coaches Russel Busch, 
James Fox and Dick Adams. 
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Mauri Jarmakka. 
EMU 
15 
26 
15 
24 
OPPONENTS 
Chicago 
Central Michigan 
Wayne 
Miami (Ohio) 
Interstate Conference 
Championships 
Southern Illinois 
Northern Illinois 
Western Illinois 
Eastern Michigan 
Eastern Illinois 
Illinois State 
Central Michigan 
50 
31 
50 
35 
38 
74 
79 
87 
119 
135 
159 
FRONT ROW: Kenneth Behmer, George Diamond, Patrick McDonald, Mauri Jormakka (Captain), Rob­
ert Sheffler, Gerald Kruse, John Worden. BACK ROW: Ralph Cochran (Manager), Ron Wilson, George Bee­
man, Harold Schimmelpfenneg, Tom Bleakley, George Marshall (Coach). 
The story of Eastern Michigan's 19 60 
cross country team is primarily the story 
of Mauri Jormakka, the slim blond native 
of Renko, Finland, who achieved such dis­
tinction in a Huron uniform. Taking first 
place in all of the dual meets, Jormakka 
led his team to a4-0 record. Further dis­
tinctions were mainly for the Finnish Cap­
tain, who placed second in an open meet at 
Southern I 11 i n  o i s, first in the Interstate 
C o n f e r e n c e  meet, seventh in the NCAA 
meet, first in the Michigan AAU meet, and 
second in the National AAU race. 
The Huron squad was fourth in the IIAC 
meet, as Jormakka set a new league record 
of 18:38 for the three and t h r e e-f o u r t h  
miles course. Jormakka also earned an 
All-American rating for his performance 
in the NCAA meet. 
The Cross Country Team works out. 
Cross country coach George Marshall and team captain Mauri Jormakka. 
I 
I • 
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April 14 
April 18 
April 24 
April 27 
April 29 
May 5 
May 8 
May 12 
May 16 
May 19 
May 24 
·May 26-27 
Hillsdale 
Adrian 
Central Michigan 
Wayne State 
Bowling Green 
Detroit 
Hillsdale 
Toledo 
Albion 
Central Michigan 
Wayne State 
Interstate Conference meet 
Ben Brose, team captain, demonstrates one of the skills 
involved in good tennis. 
Coach Russell Busch and Captain Ben Brose. 
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• 
April 14-15 
April 18· 
April 28 
April 29 
May 1 
May 5 
May 12 
May 15 
May 20 
May 26-27 
Southern Illinois 
Wayne State 
Central Michigan and Detroit 
Albion 
Central Michigan and Detroit 
Kalamazoo 
Albion 
Central Michigan 
Wayne State 
Interstate Conference meet 
Cliff Zill and Ed Meredith puzzle over the score. 
FRONT ROW: Ron Semraw, Cliff Zill, Jerry Minor. BACK ROW: Ed Meredith, John McClinton, Bob 
Papp, Dick Dueling. 
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E a s t e r n  Michigan's basketball team, 
under the direction of yearling Coach Dick 
A d a m s, played some f a s t-m o v i n g  and 
crowd-pleasing basketball this winter, but 
the victory column came out mighty short. 
The Hurons compiled an 0-12 Interstate 
Conference record, and a season record of 
5-18. 
Captain Tom MacKenzie, despite miss-
ing the last four games, and Ron Gulyas 
led the team in scoring, while forwards Don 
Massey and f r  e s h m a n  Ed Gallup added 
strong rebounding power and some good 
scoring punch. Adams had the squad con­
centrate on a fast-break style of play, and 
the result was a number of i n t  e r e s t  i n g 
games for Huron spectators, despite the 
shortage of victories. 
FRONT ROW: Bill Jacobs, Duane Lamiman, Bob Kurtz, Tony Aquino, Dick Lopez, Don Gulyas. BACK ROW: 
Coach Adams, Ed Gallup, Don Trefry, Tom McKenzie (captain), Don Massey, Gary Clarke, Bill Lowery. 
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Junior Varsity FRONT ROW: Dick Ickes, Bill Abraham, Gerald Weinert, Tom Saylor, Dave Court. SECOND 
ROW: Dave Garwood, Bill Ziegler, Bill Smith, Steve Demar, Coach Terry Callaway. 
\\ . � 
Basketball Coach, Mr. Adams. 
Tom Mackenzie, captain of the basketball team. 
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EMU OPPONENTS 
75 Albion 56 
87 Hillsdale 78 
63 Baldwin-Wallace 97 
86 Ball State 81 
61 Southern Illinois 87 
74 Eastern Illinois 97 
61 Hillsdale 63 
76 Flint Jun:..Jr College 86 
70 Ball State 79 
50 Indiana State 102 
85 Hillsdale 82 
67 Western Illinois 107 
73 Illinois State 104 
59 Baldwin-Wallace 66 
70 Northern Illinois 77 
76 Central Michigan 78 
79 Albion 75 
80 Southern Illinois 120 
93 Eastern Illinois 114 
78 Western Illinois 88 
69 Illinois State 95 
67 Central Michigan 89 
Northern Illinois 
Ron Gulyas makes another layup. Eastern against Western Ill. in a jump 
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An Eastern man jumps against a player from Western Ill. 
Don Massey jumps for a rebound. 
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FRONT ROW: Roger Mead, Tom Bleakley, Mike Speer, John Karlzen, Bob Sheffler (Captain), Mike 
Brewer, Pat McDonald, Ron De Vore, Doug Watson. SECOND ROW: Peter Moorton, Leonard Kirschke, 
Harold Schimmelpfenneg, Don Byard, Steve Allen, Dave Caldwell, George Marshall (Coach). THIRD 
ROW: James Fox (Assistant Coach), Andy Terry, Ken McC!eery, Brian Burwitz, Richard Butler, Barry Camp­
bell, Ron Wilson. 
Assistant Coach Fox, Team Captain Bob Sheffler, and 
Coach Marshall. 
It was a rebuilding year for the Eastern 
M i  c h i  g a n  track team, as graduation had 
taken away such established stars as Olym­
pic.hurdler Hayes Jones, outstanding Finn­
ish distance runner Mauri Jormakka, plus 
Doug Carroll and Bill Stephens. With a 
relatively i n  exp e r i e n c e d team, Coach 
George Marshall was able to win the first 
indoor meet of the year and look forward 
to improvement during the indoor and out­
door seasons. 
INDOOR SCHEDULE 
EMU 
61 2/3 
Feb. 18 
Feb. 23 
Feb. 25 
Mar. 1 
Mar. 4 
Mar. 17 
Mar. 18 
OPPONENTS 
Wayne State 42 1/3 
Detroit 
Michigan AAU Championships 
Baldwin-Wallace 
Bowling Green 
Central Michigan 
Cleveland Relays 
Denison Invitational 
OUTDOOR SCHEDULE 
Apr. 15  Miami (Ohio) 
Detroit 
Michigan Open 
Baldwin-Wallace 
Central Michigan 
Interstate Conference Meet 
Apr. 22 
Apr. 29 
May 12 
May 18 
May 26-27 
In the spring, track and field events move to the out-of­
doors, where we see this High Jump taking place. 
The race was won by Don Byard ( in the center lane). 
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Coach Bill Crouch. 
April 14-15 
April 17 
April 21-22 
April 28-29 
May 2 
May 5-6 
May 9 
May 12-13 
May 15 
May 19-20 
Southern Illinois ( 3) 
Detroit 
Eastern Illinois ( 3) 
Northern Illinois ( 3) 
Wayne State 
Illinois State ( 3) 
Bowling Green 
Western lllinois{3) 
Detroit 
Central Michigan(3) 
FRONT ROW: Jim Chronowski, Bill Gibson, Jose Muller, John Korican, Milo Karhu, Roger Bechtol, Bill Hyde. 
SECOND ROW: Bob Boissoneau, Neil Otto, Ted Nix, Ron Gulyas, Bob Williams, Dave Smith, Jim Ford, John Medley. 
THIRD ROW: Coach Bill Crouch, John Jennings, Don Peters, Bill Lowery, Bill Shelton, Nick Genova, Harold 
Duffield. 
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it ump? 
A beautiful swing, that connected for a good hit. 
In position, this Eastern batman awaits the pitch. 
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Coach Russ Bush started the season on 
an optimistic note since it was the first year 
that he was able to field a wrestling team 
at Eastern Michigan with a man at every 
weight. Although he still had enough men 
by season's end to enter the Interstate Con­
ference meet, the potential of the squad had 
fallen considerably due to injuries and drop 
outs. Lost were Captain Ron Brooks, Den­
nis Laurain, Norm Parker, and Bob Sutch 
for part of the season. Ne v e r  t h e  1 e s  s, 
standouts on the squad were Bart Kruse, 
Duke Relyea and Joe Giuliani. 
Ron Brooks, Captain of the Wrestling Team. 
FRONT ROW: Robert English, Craig Strain, Bart Kruse, John Worden. SECOND ROW: Norm Parker, 
Paul Harris, Bob Such, Randolph Baker, Dennis Lau rain, Richard Salhany. THIRD ROW: Conrad Roberts, 
Norman Jacobs, Joseph Guiliani, Duke Reylea, Russell Busch (coach). 
EMU OPPONENTS 
29 Wayne State 3 
28 Hillsdale 8 
7 Wheaton 21 
19 Illinois State 19 
18 Central Michigan 19 
18 Baldwin-Wallace 15 
9 Eastern Illinois 23 
10 Findlay 22 
10 Toledo 22 
11 Ohio University 17 
27 Western Illinois 10 
21 Central Michigan 18 
Southern Illinois 
Coach Russell Busch. 
Randy Baker executes a switch. 
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EMU 
This was the first year of official inter­
collegiate c o  m p  e t i t  i o n for the Eastern 
Michigan gymnastics team, and Coach Bob 
Willoughby's young and inexperienced crew 
took to the sport quickly. Although unable 
to match many of their inexperienced op­
ponents, the squad was led capably by vet­
eran performer Ed Herndon. In their first 
collegiate meet, the Detroit Turners Invi­
tational, they scored more points than any 
other team, and gained a number of places 
with good individual performances. 
OPPONENTS 
1st Place 
Feb. 24 
Mar. 10-11 
Mar. 25 
Detroit Turners Invitational 
Central Michigan 
IIAC Championships 
Michigan AA U Meet 
These gymnasts demonstrate many skills in building this pyramid. 
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The parallel bars offer a great opportunity for gymnastic activities. 
Roger Bechtol, Harold Taylor, Jay Thomsen. 
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The W.R.A. Tennis program, open 
to a 11 w o m e n  on campus, boasts a 
new set of tennis courts for the 1961 
s e a  s o n. For beginners, there are 
instructions; intermediate and ad­
vanced players participate in tourna­
ments. 
Toward the end o f  t h  e s e a s o n, 
E a s  t e r n sends players t o  various 
other schools to play in both singles 
and doubles tournaments. 
dJ.ieU ollockelf 
Field h o  c k e y, a modification of 
ice hockey and s o c c  e r  played on a 
football field, is sponsored each year 
during the Fall. 
This W.R.A. sponsored sport has 
three goals at Eastern: meeting other 
college students, having fun, and win­
ning. All three were accomplished 
during the 1960 season. Eastern's 
team played girls from Adrian Col­
lege, University of Michigan, Bowl­
ing Green University, and Michigan 
State University. 
Sue Taylor, a sophomore, is one of the out­
standing members of the tennis team. 
Marilyn Cooney looks on as her teammates fight for the ball in a fast action field hockey 
game. 
These women look on as their teammate approaches the line. 
A beautiful delivery; as she says a silent prayer for a strike. 
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T h i  s y e a r, as in  the p a s t, the 
bowling season was a great success. 
A total of 106 girls participated, over 
a period of 10 weeks. 
There w e r e  t w o  leagues; dorm 
and sorority. In the dorm league, 
competition existed b e t w e  e n  King 
(with 3 teams), Jones, Goddard, and 
one independent team. Because of a 
tie for first place, between the Jones' 
Jills, and the K i n g  P i n s, a playoff 
game was played, and the Jones' Jills 
won a very close contest. 
In the sorority league, Alpha Sig­
ma Tau, t o o  k t h e  a w  a r d for first 
place. 
Three different leagues are open 
to women students interested in vol­
leyball. One league is made up of 
dormitory t e a m s, one o f  sorority, 
and one of physical education majors. 
Many girls play on more than one 
team. Tournaments, which are play­
ed on Tuesday and Thursday nights, 
began in October and ran until the 
middle of January. 
Competition is keen a m o  n g t h e  
t e a m s  and g o o  d sportsmanship is 
stressed. This year, more than 200 
women participated in the volleyball 
program. 
Cathy McDonald hooks the ball back over the net. 
Linda Johnston keeps a close watch on the ball. 
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They call themselves the Lobster Tales. FRONT 
ROW: JoAnne Harsh, Mary Blake, Penny 
Frincke. SECOND ROW: Rita Olson, Barbara 
Kasinec, Myrna Baugh. 
One of the solos from "Snicks, Snacks, and Splash." 
Catalina Club, EMU,.s synchron­
ized s w i  mm i n g  group has a well­
rounded program each year. In the 
Spring, girls attend the Intercollegi­
ate Synchronized Swimming Compe­
tition. Clinics and demonstrations 
a r e  p u t  on a t  various schools a n d  
planning which includes choosing di­
rectors, a t h e  m e, a t i t l e, and the 
routines. 
Fall brings the annual show. Both 
the Marlins, a beginning group, and 
the Catalinas perform. This year,.s 
show "Snicks, Snacks, and Splash" 
featured a theme of world-wide foods. 
The Cheese Swisszzz number was made up of: 
FRONT ROW: Barbara Dotts, Calinda Let­
zersen, Carolyn Burgan, Janice Bundy. SEC­
OND ROW: Diane Edens, Barbara Gilmour, 
Geri Bonnette, Donna Oesterle. THIRD ROW: 
Sallie Haswell, Sue Westerdale, Judith Moore, 
Jeannie Gex, Kay Buchner, Carol Laverdiere. 
Meet the Tossed Salad: Gretchen Baer, Mary 
Blake, Sandy Zunich, Myrna Baugh, Pat Dow­
giallo. 
Practice and a sense of timing make stunts such as this possible. 
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Long hours of rehearsing go into each performance of the Orchesis Club's Annual Dance Concert. 
Old Time Flicks, a take-off on the days of silent movies, was 
featured in this year's dance concert. 
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Women's Recreation Association spon­
sored the Orchesis Club's annual dance 
concert, at Quirk Theater, on March 2nd. 
and 3rd. of this year. Featured in the 
program, were dance numbers which were 
written and prepared for presentation by 
Eastern coeds. The entire cast consisted 
of students that had worked under the 
supervision of Marilyn J. Poppe. 
Archery met the second semester 
at Bowen Field House. It was a co­
educational s p o  r t  a n d  competition 
was varied. A tournament was en­
tered by mail, and played off by way 
of correspondence. The sport was 
culminated by an archery-golf day. 
On W e dn e s d a y  evenings, the Co-Rec 
B a d  m in t  o n Club met at the gymnasium. 
Twenty students participated in the activ­
ities which included women's singles, wo­
men's doubles, men's singles, men's dou­
b 1 e s, and m i x  e d doubles. The season's 
winners were Steve Manchester in men's l singles, Mary LaVoie in women's singles, 
\ and Steve Manchester and Claudia Wasik -- m 
in mixed doubles. The weather may be brisk, but these "William Tells" are 
A b a d  m i n t  O n play d a y  gave Eastern off for an afternoon of fun in WRA Archery. 
Michigan University a chance to play host 
to teams from Adrian College and the Uni-
versity of Michigan. The Eastern teams 
were winners in all of their matches. 
Connie Riopelle watches the bird fly back over the net. 
Jay Minirvine, and Connie Riopelle fight for the ball. 
It's a jump ball; they're off the floor and into the air. 
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The one organization which as­
sures all women at Eastern of a var­
ied recreational program is the Wo­
men'" s Recreation Association. Ev­
ery woman on campus is automati­
cally a member and is thereby able 
to vote for the executive officers of 
th e organization a s  well a s  b e  i n g 
able to apply f.or membership on the 
general board. Some of the activities 
sponsored by W.R. A. are: Catalina 
Club, Modern Dance Club, all team 
and individual sports in a tri-league 
of sorority, dormitory and physical 
education major teams, spring camp, 
and co-recreational nights .. 
" ••• Our purpose promote recreation, 
secure better student relation ••• " 
W. R. A. not only serves the rec­
r e a t i o n a l  needs of t h e  women on 
campus, but through co-rec nights, 
the men are welcome to participate in 
such a ctivities as volleyball, swim­
ming, trampoline, b a s  k e t  b a 11 and 
badminton. These nights have proved 
very suc cessful with a good time had 
by the many students attending. 
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Varsity Cheerleaders: FRONT ROW: Marcia Mead, Judy Gothelf. SECOND 
ROW: Mary Anne Bunten, Sharon Hodges, Ann Parish, Judy Mansfield. 
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Junior Varsity Cheerleaders: Sally Mott, Sandy Steins, Joan Morgan, Nancy 
Trowbridge. 
Eastern's peppy cheerleaders in their 
green and white outfits are a familiar sight 
at athletic events. 
They number ten girls--a varsity squad 
of six and a junior varisty of four. These 
are chosen each year in try-outs which are 
open to any interested girl. Members of 
the present cheerleaders and several fac­
ulty members make the final choice. 
Besides cheering at many games, the 
girls hold a cheerleaders' clinic each year. 
Highschool cheerleaders spend the day at 
Eastern with the EMU squad acting as host­
esses. 
Co-captains of Eastern's 1960-61 cheerleading squad 
are (top) Marcia Mead and (left) Judy Gothelf. 
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The residences provide a chance 
for the many faces of Eastern to meet 
and to become friends. 
If, at the beginning of each year, 
the people within the dormitories 
seem to be a blur of faces with 
slightly as.sociated names, time 
soon changes this. Faces become 
people, friends, and separate 
personalities. 
In the married student housing, 
friendships develop between neighbors. 
The couple downstairs and the 
couple next door become friends 
to play cards, share gossip, or 
study with. 
The residences, then, become 
a place where the faces of 
Eastern grow to become the faces 
of friends. 

Interhall Council, whose membership 
includes the president and vice-president 
of each dorm, serves to unify and co­
ordinate the rules and practices within 
the dormitories. The chairman is an 
elected member of Women's League. 
This year, work has been done revising 
the constitutions of the women's resi­
dence halls. The group has also discussed 
a proposed honor system for the women's 
dorms. 
FRONT ROW: S. Michael Conroy, Nancy Waydak, Thomas Rogers. SECOND ROW: Lois Miller, Sharon Fritch, 
Miss Verna Carson, Nancy Booth, Merle Perkins, Diane Judd. BACK ROW: Ann Roller, Marilyn Mitchell, Chuck 
Matlock, Jim Jackson, Carol Easton, Jerry Jennings. 
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Head Resident Mrs. Stinson, with Resident Assistants 
Eleanor Hassenzahl and Joyce Fredrick. 
Buell Hall, constructed in 1957, 
provides modern conveniences for 
314 women students. This year, Mrs. 
Lynn Stinson, of Bay City, began her 
first year as Head Resident of Buell. 
Throughout the first semester 
Buell activities included the tradi­
tional corridor dinners and corridor 
mixers. Its traditional Halloween 
Party was a howling success when 
many of the "cool ghouls" arrived 
incognito. This year, for the first 
time, Buell Hall had a Dad's Day. 
More than 60 fathers attended the 
get-together a r r a n  g e d by their 
daughters. 
Buell activity p a r t  i c i p a t e  d 
in Eastern' s annual Christmas f es­
tivities. These began with Angel 
Week, December 4th through 10th. 
Later in the month, Miriam Rogers, 
hall musical director, led the girls 
in the all-campus Christmas Sing. 
The festivities were climaxed by 
campus caroling. 
FRONT ROW: Joyce Boelter, Judy Dyer, Michele Yenchick, Delphine Fleszar, Pearl Taniyama, Sally Ron thi. 
SECOND ROW: Addamae Akin, Joyce Frederick, Ruth Rezek, Joanne Ingles, Ann Roller, Sharon Schaub, Nancy 
Bartholomew, Eleanor Hassenzahl. THIRD ROW: Kay Abel, Marlene Grix, Madeleine Rowe, Mari lynn MacDonald, 
Marie Blomfield, Louise McCaffrey, Nora White. 97 
The Academic year 1960-61 got 
off t o  a g o o  d s t a r t  for the men of 
Brown Hall when one of their five 
football teams won the all-University 
i n t  r a m  u r a 1 championship. Other 
sports the men of Brown participated 
in were, basketball, softball, volley­
ball and individual sports. 
During the fall semester Brown 
Hall sponsored t w o  dances f o r  i t s  
r e s i d e n t s  and one All-University 
dance. During Spring semester plans 
are to have a couple more dances and 
a skating party. 
Resident Assistant Daniel Nowak and Head Resident Mr. 
Richard Keist. 
The Hall Council successfully in­
itiated plans for redecorating Brown 
H a  11 early in the f a 11. The S t  a t  e 
Board of Education followed all rec­
o m m  e n d a t  i o n s for improvements 
listed by the Hall Council. 
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FRONT ROW: Bill Reid, Dick Johnston, Rip Young, Dean Bailey, Walt Flagg, Don McCormick. SECOND 
ROW: Mike Conroy, Phil Greco, James Jackson, Dan Batista, Tom Blue, Ron Banas. THIRD ROW: Mr. 
Richard Keist, Laird Spencer, Stan Pence, Glen Lahti, Chuck Hass, Bill Marvin, Jerry Cox, Dan Nowak, Leland 
Woodson, Ray Stefanac, Jim Ashmore. 
Miss Verna M. Carson, Head Resident of Downing Hall, chats 
with Resident Assistants, Miriam Carroll and Theresa Pickens. 
Downing Residence Hall, dedi­
cated to Estelle Downing, a former 
English professor at Eastern Michi­
gan University, was opened for oc­
cupancy in 1957 and today houses 
312 women. 
This year, homecoming was a 
happy occasion at Downing. With 
"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" as 
a theme, the Downing girls placed 
first for residence hall floats and 
shared honors for first place in 
residence hall decorations. 
Downing girls plan many activi­
ties for members of their families 
to enjoy. Mother's Week-end and 
Dad's Day are annual events. This 
year, a Little Sisters' Week-end 
was introduced. 
FRONT ROW: Judith Miner, Mary Lyon, Carole Patrick, Carol LaRose, Carol Sullivan, Janet West, 
Dixie Lantz, Carol Harrison. SECOND ROW: Phyllis Taylor, Janet Martin, Nannette Smalley, Cathy 
Fillinger, Nancy Booth, Rebecca Alchin, Suzanne Hart, Gwen Meier, Donna Kuhl, Susan Price. THIRD ROW: 
Shirley Kenned,y Christine Graf, Janna Bilokury, Miriam Carroll, Miss Verna M. Carson, Theresa Pickens, 
Suzanne Stevens, Judy Miller, Suzan Overmyer, Barbara Clarkson, Marina Vossos. FOURTH ROW: Anne 
Peters, Elizabeth Meldrum, Louise Gibson, Judy Moore, Constance Riopelle, Janice Moore, Marilyn Collins 
Janet McEwen, Anne Benjamin, Shirley Steiner, Marie Montante. 
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The girls of Goddard Hall, under 
the direction of Mrs. Catherine 
Hallowell, enjoyed a year of fun and 
friendship with not a moment to 
spare in their busy social curricu­
lum. This hall's home-like atmos­
phere and enthusiastic girls con­
tributed greatly to the presentation 
of many new activities. Goddard 
girls were likely to be found deeply 
engrossed in bridge lessons, pre­
paring for a mixer with another hall, 
making decorations for the caf e­
teria, or planning an important din­
ner. 
Pixie Week, an annual affair, 
began the first dorm social event 
of the year. With Christmas ap­
proaching, the dorm saw a com­
plete change of scene inside as well 
as outside. Christmas red and green 
dominated the scene; the traditional 
Jones-Goddard sing added to the 
festivities. 
Head Resident Mrs. Hallowell and Resident Assistants 
Donna Clay and Sandy Groenleer. 
Early Spring afforded the girls 
an opportunity to honor their par­
ents at Dad's and Mom's Days. 
Entertainment, r e f r  e s h  m e n  t s , 
games and fun occupied a major 
portion of each of these days. An 
entire weekend was also devoted to 
Goddard girls' younger sisters, giv­
ing them a peek at campus life. 
FRONT ROW: Nancy Witherell, Madeline Rentz, Susan Barker, Carol Pro kuda, Carol Moffat, Diane David, 
Barbara Kolznak. SECOND ROW: Sandra Groenleer, Marie Sokowicz, Sharron Fritch, Mrs. C. Hallowell, 
Merle Perkins, Donna Clay, Barbara Bush, Penny Clark, Gail Haase. THIRD ROW: Ann Churchill, 
Barbara Brummler, Betty Van Camp, Ruth McFadden, Helen Haines, Kathryn Compton, Ann Van Amerongen, 
Gaylen Trabue, Paralee Gillenwaters, Marilyn Silvenis, Lorraine Konke. 
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FRONT ROW: Harold Dode, Lew Kieft, Roger Bechtol, Larry Au, John Scott.SECOND ROW: Don Dunlop, 
Jack Cooper, Dan Shirmer, Bill Martin, Bob Hutchinson. THIRD ROW: Charlie Weisner, Bill Smith, Tom 
Rogers, Mrs. Dulcie Smith, Jerry Jennings, Dick Timpf, Mike McNamara. 
Ken Karlzen, Resident Assistant, Mrs. Dulcie Smith 
Head Resident, and Dave Beattie, office assistant. 
Goddison Hall, which accommo­
dates 202 students, is under the 
supervision of Dulcie V. Smith, 
Head Resident. The hall was dedi­
cated in 193 9 to Bertha A. Goodison, 
a former member of the art de­
partment. Formerly a women's dor­
mitory, Goodison has been a men's 
hall since 1 957. 
The hall's government is some­
what different from that of others. 
Its nucleus is composed of a Board 
of Governors. These governors, the 
supervising officials of their re­
spective corridors, are elected by 
the residents in the Spring. From 
this board, a president is elected; 
serving this year as president is 
Tom Rogers. 
FRONT ROW: Kathy Yeagley, Betty Graff, Linda Craig, Connie Shafto, 
Cathy Speir, Gabriella Bailo. SECOND ROW: Audrey Fleming, Helen Royall, 
Lois Miller, Mrs. Vera Nobles, Marilyn Mitchell, Carole Pacioni, Jan Fruin, 
Virginia Jones. THIRD ROW: Pat Solomon, Joan Treichel, Yvonne Falklam, 
Dorothy Lauer, Carolyn Ridley, Barbara Mc Afee, Pat Danielson, Barbara 
Randels, Kathy Bank. 
Pride in their dorm marks the girls 
of Jones Hall. Named in honor of Lydia 
I. Jones, Dean of Women from 1924-
39, the residence hall was constructed 
in 1949. 
The year's activities began with 
freshman and transfer teas which wel­
comed the girls to Jones. The tradi­
tional Pixie Week also helped bring 
the residents together. 
The girls were proud of the fact 
that Jones won in homecoming dormi­
tory decorations for the second year 
in a row. 
TOP: Mrs. Vera Nobles, Head Resident; BELOW: Carolyn 
Ridley and Dorothy Lauer, Resident's Assistants. 
On December, the annual formal 
Fantasy in White was held. Also in 
December, a Parent-Faculty Tea gave 
parents the opportunity to mix with 
faculty members. A Christmas Par­
t y  a n d  the Candle-Walk Breakfast 
given in honor of graduating seniors. 
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FRONT ROW: Ann Commire, Pat Ferdun, Barbara Murray, Mary Ann Kyte, Ange LaSotta, Linda Burt, 
Sharon Roberts, Maureen Drake, June Klempirik (Resident Assistant). SECOND ROW: Maomi Higa, Ann 
Hogle, Anita Wiseley, Lucinda Titsworth, Lynda McCurdy, Carol Easton, Mrs. Whitney,. Diane Judd, Mary 
McLaughlin, Sandy Clave, Paula Kehoe, Peggy Penrod. THIRD ROW: Sharon Barlow, Lynn Champion, Pat 
Hill, Ann Haener, Sue Langdon, Elaine Lyk, Barbara Bova, Sandra Ireland, Judy Blow, Bonita Stoddard, Eve 
Macklem, Karen McAlister, Mary Gretzler, Donna Weidenback (Resident Assistant). 
Head Resident and Resident Assistants at King: Joan Klempirik, 
Mrs. Whitney, and Donna Weidenbach. 
King Hall, the oldest dormitory 
on campus, is known for the tradition 
it has developed throughout t h e  
years. This tradition reaches its 
highest peak when the King girls 
celebrate Christmas in the spirit 
and customs of many different lands. 
The girls also sponsor a Christmas 
party for the Lincoln School chil­
dren to whom they distribute pres­
ents salvaged and re-made from 
articles at home. 
In November, the King girls de­
vote a special day to their dads. 
On Dad's Day, the girls entertain 
their fathers with a special dinner 
and planned activities. This gives 
the fathers a chance to become 
acquainted with one another, the 
university, and campus life. 
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Abe Karam, resident assistant, and Head resident David 
Stockham, discuss plans together. 
One of the benefits to be gained 
from college is the experience of 
group living. The staff and student 
government of Munson Hall try to 
keep this a 1 w a y s in mind as they 
strive to keep the dormitory running 
smoothly. 
Comments often heard may in­
clude: "But I swept last week, it's 
your turn" or, "That picture happens 
to be my girl." Or, problems may 
spring from different hours kept by 
roommates or the most desirable 
volume on a hi-fi set. 
Life in a dormitory becomes a 
series of personal adjustments. 
FRONT ROW: Charles Robinson, Vernest Spivey, John Sopt, Bob Mittino, Alex Gotko, Larry Carter. 
SECOND ROW: Bob Gild, Charles Schmid, Abe Karam (Assistant Head Resident), Ron Ellis (President), 
Mr. David Stockham (Head Resident), Charles Matlock, Finn Humleker. THIRD ROW: Tom Schultz, 
Bohman Vahidi, Lou Williams, Dave Hampel, Joe Hamilton, Dennis McCulloch, Marshall Hersh, Ali Moin, 
Dave Jones. 
Pine Grove Terrace and Cornell Courts 
provide housing for married students on 
campus. These modern apartments include 
living room, kitchen, bath and bedroom. 
A few of the apartments have two bed­
rooms. 
The apartments are completely fur­
nished and all utilities are paid. 
Typical Pine Grove residents relax in their modern apartment. 
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John Kocsis, member, and Bill Jones, ex-officio head, consider 
an item during one of the monthly meetings of the Board. 
The Board in Control of Student Pub­
lications is the governing body for student 
publications. It s seven voting members 
include representatives from student coun­
cil, the university faculty, and an ex-officio 
head appointed by the president. Editors 
and representatives of the three publica­
tions are welcome and may discuss or com­
ment upon questions raised. 
Meeting monthly, t h e  group appoints 
editors and paid positions, passes budgets, 
and acts wherever need be in the control 
of publications. 
Publications photographers Dick Wilbur, and Joe Prater. 
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Concepts, which features the best cre­
ative writing and art work of EMU students, 
is printed twice each year. 
Any student is eligible to submit work 
which is then selected by the editors and 
faculty advisors for publication in the mag­
azine. Poetry, essays and short stories 
are included in each issue. Art work in­
cludes drawings, paintings, sculpture and 
ceramics submitted by students. 
The magazine i s  distributed, free o f  
cost, to Eastern's students and faculty. 
Margaret Christenson, Associate Editor 
Art Editor, Kathy Speir 
Editor, Bob Snyder 
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Editor, Sallie Walters 
Art Editor, Roger Knight 
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Somehow, in a chaos of pictures and pre­
screens, copy and cutlines, coffee and cig­
arettes, an AURORA is put together. 
The staff of this 1961 AURORA is larger 
than many from the past; the yearbook it­
self is 32 pages longer. The format this 
year includes a second color on some pages 
and a larger type size. 
These a r e, the staff feels, improve­
ments. There is room for more improve­
ment and the staff members, perhaps more 
than most, realize the need. It is this re­
alization and the hope of a better book--
better in coverage, in photography, in lay­
out, in appeal--that keep the staff working 
and progressing. 
Assistant Editor, Joan Treichel 
Don Plumb, Business Manager 
Honore Francois, Feature Editor; Karen 
Gamrath, Senior Editor;Karen Anderson, 
Assistant Feature Editor. 
Nancy Harris, Greek Editor, and 
Barb Clarkson, Clubs Editor 
Co-Women's Sports Editors, Cathy Dritsas and Ann Tubbs 
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Dick Thompson, Editor, and his wife Nancy. 
Lou Williams, Associate Editor 
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An enlarged format, which made the pa­
per a full column wider and almost three 
inches longer, was introduced in the 1960-
61 Eastern Echo. The increased size first 
appeared in the homecoming edition which 
also included the first three-color photo­
graph ever printed by the Echo. 
F u r t h e r  improvements, primarily in 
technical matters of 1 a y o u  t, style and 
make-up, have come about by a critical an­
alysis of each issue by Al Jones, a half-time 
worker in University News Services. 
T h i s  year's Echo has included three 
regular columns and a weekly feature which 
introduces readers to some faculty mem­
ber each week. 
Marge Murphy, Assistant Editor 
Dave Sheffer, Business Manager 
John Broome, Sports Editor 
Staff Reporters: Paula Chapman, Berry Freund, Mary 
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The All-Campus Social Committee has 
sponsored many activities for EMU stu­
dents during 1960-61. These include After­
Game Dances and Week-End Dances such 
as the Blue Book Ball. 
The group also promotes such activities 
as special movies, the All-Campus Christ­
mas Party, a Jazz Concert, the J Hop and 
an ice-skating party. 
This committee gives freely of its time 
and energy in bettering social activities at 
Eastern. 
FRONT ROW: Joy Notch, Charles Kreger, Kay Abel. SECOND ROW: Paula Kehoe, Tom Rogers, Richard 
Millar, Dean A. Hollis (Advisor), Tony Azuino, Jinx Porte. 
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The Hospitality Committee serves the 
many high school students, parents, f acul­
ty, alumni, and guests who visit Eastern. 
The members provide information about 
Eastern, as well as being a guide, and ex­
tend to all the traditional EoMoU. hospital­
ity. 
Future T e  a c h e  r s  Clubs, prospective 
students, Future Teacher's Day, Principal 
Freshman Conference, Guidance and Test­
ing Refreshments, and College nights are 
a few of this group's activities. 
Organized in 1956, it has grown from a 
few students to over eighty-five members 
at present. The advisor is Ralph F. Gil­
den, Dean of Stu d e n t  Activities, and the 
chairman is Marcia A. Mead. 
An annual picnic for all participants in 
the Hospitality Committee and its activities 
is held at the home of Dean Gilden and is 
enjoyed by all. At this time also, there is 
an award given to the members who have 
participated in the organization for four 
years. 
FRONT ROW: Janet McEwen, Nancy Kubany, GarlinClark, Jane Taipale, Sharon Goldone, Sondra Steins. 
SECOND ROW: Sharon Gale, Juliet Carsky, Suzie Durkee, Janet West, Ralph F. Gilden (Advisor), Marcia 
Mead, Jeanne Mott, Carolyn Peerbolte, Nancy Arey. THIRD ROW: Sally Zolkosky, Sandy Zunich, Brenda 
Diven, Connie Pattison, Nancy Stoica, Valerie Salancy, Pat Pilarski, Marci Bluerock, Donna Oesterle, Nancy 
Yates. FOURTH ROW: David Prakken, Judie Richards, Marilyn MacArthur, Sharon Munson, Vera Baer, 
Sue Stevens, Mickey Owen, Midge Elandt, Sue Chi chester, Dennis Cavanhugh. 
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Headlining the CSRO' s year was its 
all-campus Concert-Lecture series 
which included the October art ex­
hibition--"Five Centuries of Reli­
gious P r i n t s," the classic Christ­
mas "Festival of Lessons and Car­
ols," an organ concert by Heinrich 
Fleischer, the appearance of e. e. 
c u m  m i n g  s, a program of Lenten­
Easter classics featuring the Uni­
versity Choir, and lectures in reli­
gion by Dr. M o r r i s  Weitz of Ohio 
State University and Rabbi Martin A. 
Cohen of Hebrew Union College in 
Cincinnati. 
The religious organizations also 
joined in conducting the Wednesday 
a f t e r n o o n  coffee hours in Stark­
weather, sponsorship of seminars in 
religion, the World University Ser­
vice drive, faculty-student firesides 
and a spring retreat at Port Huron. 
Renovation of Starkweather Hall 
b e  g a n  in April. Total cost of this 
p r oj e c t  will be $90, 000. S t  a r k­
weather Hall, dedicated in 1897 and 
serving since as the center of reli­
gious affairs at Eastern, was the first 
building on a state university campus 
west of the Alleghenies erected spe­
cifically for religious purposes. 
FRONT ROW: Marcia Martin (Recording Secretary), Nancy Fleischmann (Vice President 
Student Relations) Addamae Akin (President), Alan Gibson (Vice President Programming), 
Sandy Winans (Corresponding Secretary). SECOND ROW: Scott Ward, Joyce Hollings­
worth, Anne Benjamin, Charles Minneman (Advisor), Mary Blackney, Linda Berns, Sharon 
Churchill. THIRD ROW: Frederick Doll, James Ashmore, Sharon Munson, Bill McClel­
lan, Sandra Powers, Ernest Misch. 
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The Christian Science Organization, 
endeavors to add spiritual depth to the 
educational aims of the academic com­
munity, as well as to the moral and spiri­
tual progress of the individual members 
of the group. 
In addition to the regular, open, weekly 
meetings, the organization presented the 
color film, "The Story of Christian Sci­
ence," as a part of the religious seminar 
program. A nationally known lecturer was 
also brought to campus this year to lec­
ture on Christian Science. 
Judith Marshall, Sally Fuerstnau, Nancy Day, 
Joyce Hollingsworth, Evelyn Yale. SECOND 
ROW: Dick Pinney, Alva Eardley, Marv John 
son, Adelyn Hollis (Advisor). 
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FRONT ROW: Anne Benjamin (Treasurer), 
Bobbie Pratt, Barbara Taylor, Helen Stanfield, 
Janet Stanfield. SECOND ROW: Scott Ward, 
R�v. Sidney Rood, Sharon Munson (President), 
Bill McClellan (Vice President), Georgie Richards 
(Secretary). THIRD ROW: Barbara Murray, Arthur 
Amolsch, Gerald Armstrong, Robert Howard, Cather­
ine Mann, Jim LeBlanc. 
Under a new advisor, Dean Albert 
Brown, Canterbury, composed of Epis­
copalian students, meets every Wednesday 
morning at Starkweather Hall for Holy 
Communion and every Sunday evening at 
St. Luke's for supper and a meeting or 
outing. 
This fall the group attended the Flemish 
Art Exhibit, St. Paul's Cathedral, Even­
song at St. Andrew's in Ann Arbor, gather­
ings at various homes and Wesley House. 
Ten members attended the Canterbury 
Diocean Conference at Drake House dur­
ing Thanksgiving recess and three mem­
bers attended a regional conference in 
Ohio. 
FRONT ROW: Mary Campbell, Pat Leonard, Eleanor Head, Karen Hatch, Donald Rucker, Elisabeth Kimmer, 
Carol Finnegan, Carol Anderson. SECOND ROW: Bruce Chapman, Olive Cunningham, Linda Zapoli, 
Sharon Webb, Anne Snyder, Joyce Mixer, Ada Traylor, Barbara Crandall, Sally Hough, Ann Roller. THIRD 
ROW: Lewis Mixer, Kay Berry, Mary Anderson, Jo anne Krajewski, Bob Egan, Evelyn Macklem, Dale 
Townsend, Devota Nowland, Dick Pinney, Rita Oison. 
The purpose of Inter-Varsity is to study attend the M o n d a y  night meetings. This 
the teachings of Jesus Christ and to dis- year the group had a formal banquet held 
cover how they relate to a college student. in Mc Kenny Hall, attended two week-end 
This is done through weekly Monday night conferences, and sent 12 students to a re­
meetings, regular p r a y e r  meetings, and gional missionary conference. 
Bible studieso An average of 40 students 
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Lutheran Student Association (National 
Lutheran Council) Worship, Study, Ste­
wardship and Fellowship are the purposes 
of students who join together as the Luth­
eran Student Association. Regular meet­
ings are held Wednesday evenings at 
Starkweather. Discussions of relation­
ships between students, faith, and educa­
tion are led by speakers in the area. 
Delegates are sent to regional and national 
conferences. L.S.A. of America is a par­
ticipant in the World's Student Christian 
Federation. 
FRONT ROW: Emily Salo(Secretary), Richard Miller 
(President), Linda Berns (Vice President). SECOND ROW: 
Mary Day, Betty Luca (Treasurer),Norma Willington, Linda 
Stock, Sue Boldt. 
Gamma Delta is the name of the official 
campus organization for members and 
friends of The Lutheran Church-Missouri 
Synod. This international association of 
Lutheran college and university students 
has about 135 chapters in the United 
States and Canada. 
GAMMA DELTA 
FRONT ROW: Tom J udit (Vice-Presi­
dent), Joyce Plamp (Treasurer), Ern­
est Misch (President), Gail Chase (Sec­
retary), Pastor Alfred Scheips (advis­
or), Gwen Welle. SECOND ROW: Lee 
Shough, Jack Schankin, Sheron Newton, 
Mary Jane Striewski, Sandy Hogan, Jan 
Neumann, Dorothy Yohpe, Virginia Pe­
ters, Bently Stone. THIRD ROW: Carol 
Sue Marks, Jeanne Mott, Pattie Rix, 
Mary Ann Hall, Deanne Wells, Mary 
Kay Williams, Carolyn Senkbeil, Mary 
Blackney, Kathy Johnson. 
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�e/ia, Meetings are held each Wednesday 
evening in Starkweather Hall which are 
interesting and challenging for the Luth­
eran Student. 
FRONT ROW: Sara Sanderson, Jean Robe (Advisor), James Ashmore (Presi­
dent), Addamae Akin (Vice President), Laurie LaVasseur. SECOND ROW: 
Ellen Foltz, Carol Fritz, Nancy Harrie, Sandy Powers, Kay Marie Hill, Mary 
Ann Steadman. 
Newman Club is the official Cath­
olic college students' organization. 
Its chief aim is to aid members 
spiritually through discussions and 
lectures by the club chaplain and 
guest speakers on various aspects 
of Catholicism. Educational ·and so­
cial events, however, are also a 
definite part of Newman activities. 
Besides religious talks and dis­
cussions, the 1960-61 agenda of 
activities included c o m m u n i o n  
breakfasts, dinner dances, co-rec 
nights, a roller-skating party, and 
a spring picnic. 
Chaplain of Newman Club is Fa­
ther John Helner. 
FRONT ROW: Vicki Warren, Marsha Falsetta,Judy Zeller, Dianne 
DeBeaudry, Therese Strzempek, Sharon Stomp, Ann Lovejoy, Anna 
Marie Boell, Kendall Hartzell, Jane Herro, Jeanne Lincoln, Frederick 
Doll. SECOND ROW: Charles Schmid, Gloria Erickson, Pat Dluzin, 
Marcia Martin, Hilary Stach, Father John Heiner, Mary Sepe, Joe 
Caruso, Kaye Monarch, William Kline, Sharon Goldone. THIRD ROW: 
Barbara Bova, Mary Ellen Susmer, Anita Russe, Camille Komendera, 
Ronald Bobay, Timothy Dyer, Richard Turnquist, James Gutlowski, 
Eugene Jurkiewiz, Jim Sigler, Ed Ciotti, Ray Stefanac, Maurice 
Guilfoil, Joan Krug, Pat Tamandl. 
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T h e  Arab Club w a s  founde d o n  
Eastern's campus in 1959. The pur­
pose of the club is to promote better 
understanding b e t w e e n Arabs a n d  
Americans. 
Each semester the Club sponsors 
a dance called T h e  Arabian Nights 
w h i c h  features Arabic dancing a n d  
singing. A speaker also tells of the 
problems facing the Arab world. 
The Club has been successful so 
far. American students a p p e a r  t o  
welcome the opportunity to learn about 
other people in this way. Member­
ship is al ways open to both Arab and 
American students 
FRONT ROW: Marcel Beitinjaneh, Abe Karam, Lily Akrouk, Aarouk Almifti, Mustafa Salama. 
SECOND ROW: Bob Bendak, Albert Akrouk, Khaled Kayal, Fouzi Sahawneh, Mohammad Rifat. 
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FRONT ROW: John Sellers, Marvin Carr,Barbara Dinger,Joanne Karnatz(secretary-treasurer) 
James Shea (president), JoAnn Arsenault, Charles Anderson (advisor), Clark Spike. BACK' 
ROW: Jim Whitaker, Margaret Shea, William McShane, Max Jongkind, Brian Wallace, Sarah 
Wickenheiser, Gerald Swierb. 
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To learn more about what can, and 
is, being done in chemistry and to meet 
others with similar interests is the 
goal of the Chemistry Club, the oldest 
continuous student organization on the 
EMU campus. 
This year's activities included a 
To stimulate interest in all phases 
of broadcasting and to provide oppor­
tunities for participation in broadcast­
ing is the goal of the WEMU Broad­
casting Guild. T h i s  is the group's 
second year as an EMU organization. 
lecture by Dr. Alfred B. Garrett, ac­
ting chairman of the chemistry de­
partment at Ohio State University; a 
spring alumni banquet; and, a field 
trip to an industry based on chemis­
try. Additional lectures and movies 
also enrich the club's program . 
...., -----
Outstanding among the activities of 
the Guild this year have been two PAN -
ORAMA series. T h e  first o f  these 
was a thirteen-week radio series fea­
turing campus talent. It was aired on 
station WHRV. The group also worked 
on a faculty-centered series entitled 
WORLD HORIZONS. SEATED: Richard Thiede, Jacque McCullough. STANDING: 
Pat Binns, Bette Tressler, Pete Saputo. CONTROL ROOM, 
FRONT ROW: Kathy Mayor, Jerry Henderson. BACK ROW: 
Dave Madsen, Murray Lyke, Rad Schmittling, John Newberg, 
Doug Forrester, William Work (advisor), Herman Allen. 
During the year of 1960-61 the 
Chess Club gathered informally ev­
ery Wednesday night in the dining 
rooms of McKenny Hall. 
A typical meeting includes the 
consumption of cookies and cokes, 
banging of pieces, squeals of glee, 
and the periodic roar "Everybody 
who's anybody plays chess in the 
Chess Club." 
Average club turnout is 10 per 
night. In the future the group hopes 
to arrange matches with neighboring 
clubs. 
The informal meetings are pre­
sided over by A. J. Meyer and spon­
sored jointly by faculty members E. 
Goings and G. Martin. 
"We build" is the motto of the EMU 
Circle K Club. The purpose of this 
group, formed on campus in 1957 and 
sponsored by the Ypsilanti Kiwanis 
Club, is to serve the EMU campus and 
the surrounding community. 
This year, as in the past, Circle K 
has shown movies every two weeks for 
the s t u  d e  n t s. These a r e popular 
movies shown in Strong Auditorium at 
7:30 Wednesday evenings. The club 
also placed Christmas decorations on 
campus as in previous years. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Paul Rylander, Phil Eckman, Albert Ives, 
Jan Meyer (secretary), A. ]. Meyer (president), Walter Micik 
(treasurer), Joseph Diede rich (vice president). 
FRONT ROW: R. A. Giles (advisor), Jose Cruz (treasurer), 
Stephen Baum , Paul Pappas (president), William Wilcox 
(advisor), JohnPeterman (secretary), R. 0. McWilliams (advisor). 
BACK ROW: Abe Karam,Arthur Yeotis, Norman Kuhne, Khaled 
Kayat Mouhammad Rifai, Ricardo Szikora. 
The EMU Players strive to promote 
dramatic interest on campus, to en­
courage participation in dramatic ac­
tivities, and to help students appreci­
ate the vitality of the theater. One hun­
dred hours of work are required for 
active membership in the organization 
and twenty hours for associate mem­
bership. 
This year the Players have presen­
ted Teahouse of the August Moon, 
Cock - A - Doodle-Dandy, Othello, and 
The Pajama Game as well as a series 
of films. The campus-wide Variety 
Show was sponsored by this group. 
Social events for the year have in­
cluded building a Homecoming float, 
a banquet, and a picnic. 
Front Row: Barbara McLain, Richard Thiede, Burt Belant, Robert Branch, Karen Boesen. Second Row: 
Peter Saputo, Carolyn Wenzloff, Carol Perkowski, Pat Betz, Pat Binns, Margaret Knisley, Sallie Haswell, Ed­
win Futwin, Ken Karlzen, Third Row: Ed Spurkowski, Al Ives, Daryl Fairchild, Dr. Work (advisor), Dwane 
Merimann, Donna Snyder, Sheila O'Conner, Kathy Mc Corry. 
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The various activities of the Eng­
lish Club are geared to encourage the 
�� understanding and appreciation of lit­
erature. The club has no formal mem­
bership, but rather welcomes all who 
are interested in the field. 
FRONT ROW: Susanne Tones, Milton Foster (Advisor), Bob 
Snyder, Nancy Macduff. SECOND ROW: Sandra Sibley, Sylvia 
Maintzer. 
This year's program has included 
several lectures: Professor John B. 
Virtue speaking on "The Poetry of 
Housman," Professor Notley S. Mad­
dox speaking on " The Better Trash of 
Other Years," and Professor 0. Ivan 
Schreiber speaking on a J. D. Salin­
ger." Two record sessions were held 
at which the members heard Hal Hol­
brook's Mark Twain Tonight and Dy­
lan Thomas's Poems on Records. An-
eu 
One of the leading purposes of 
the Geography Club concerns the 
development among the students on 
this campus, a closer bond of fellow­
ship in the field of Geography and 
especially to encourage geography 
in education. 
To promote geography, the club 
has presented such noted speakers 
as Dr. M. Goodman from the Uni­
versity of Detroit, and Dr. Robert 
E. Nunley of Wayne State University. 
In addition, the faculty members, 
namely Dr. J. F. Lounsbury, Ge­
ography Department Head, Mr. J. 
Martin, Associate Professor and 
Dr. J. Sinclair have given illustrated 
lectures to the club. 
Through the lectures and coffee 
hours which are opened to anyone 
interested, it is hoped that the club 
will attain its purpose. 
other m e e t i n g  featured Professor 
Ralph Haug presenting a "Literary 
Tour of England" with slides. 
- s --.- ;r 
FRONT ROW: Mary Mell, Gary Hendrian, Wes Kuhn, Judy 
Woodworth, Jama Osman. SECOND ROW: Charles Schmid, 
Alison Brown (Secretary-treas,urer), Dr. Sinclair, Dr. Lounsbury, 
Joe Witt (President), Mr. G. J. Martin, Betty Pasut (Vice­
President), Dr. DeLong. THIRD ROW: Judith Moore, Faith 
Peyton, Marge Murphy, Catherine Mann, Jim Wharton, Bob 
Hutchinson, Ronald R oge r s, K e n n e t h  S h  a w. FOURTH 
ROW: Jack Wallace, Bill Waara, Linda Waara, Jack Cooper, Max­
ine Paul, Ralph Plagens, I.H. Noor, Ali Ahman. 
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FRONT ROW: Nancy Raker (secretary), Bette J.o Waddington, Linda Parrett (president), Louise Schmenk, 
Beverly Riddle (treasurer). BACK ROW: Barbara Zolnierczak, Ruth Dentel, Shirley Monson, Judy Oles, Ginger 
Hunter, Barbara McAfee, Judy Dixon. 
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To give experience in organization­
al activities which are professional 
and also social, and to establish mem­
bership in the National Home Eco­
nomics Association are the goals of 
the EMU Home Economics Club. 
Activities this year have included 
lectures on various topics of interest. 
At their initiation, members heard 
speeches b y  Joyce Dunn, critic at 
Lincoln School a n d  Marilyn Milne, 
dietician at the University of Michigan. 
Speakers at later meetings were Mrs. 
Alice Epple, County Extension Demon­
stration Agent, and a representative 
from Jacobsens who spoke on bridal 
wear and preparations. 
The club has served the campus 
through the sale of fruit cakes and a 
Christmas project. 
Social activities have included a 
club picnic and a Christmas dinner. 
I 
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The activities of the Natural Sci­
ence Club are designed to promote 
learning of the historical and recent 
advancements in the field of natural 
science and to encourage friendship 
among its members. Club activities 
usually fall into two categories--for­
mal meetings featuring a guest speak­
er or social events. 
This year the club featured a lee-
ture by Dr. A. Smith, professor of 
botany at the University of Michigan, 
at a meeting followed by a refresh­
ment hour. Also included in club plans 
were the building of a floating bridge 
over a bog at Loesell Field Lot to aid 
students in future ecological studies 
and a spring field trip to the stone 
quarry at Sylvania, Ohio, to hunt for 
fossils. 
FRONT ROW: Dick Mortemore (vice president), John Lutz (adv;sor), Ken Segroves 
(president), Merle Perkins (secretary). BACK ROW: Lynda Mc- Curdy (treasurer), 
Clarice Christie, Dan Shirmer, Arc Browne, Judy Rolf, Larry Meier. 
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FRONT ROW: Sandra Whipple (treasurer), Adrienne Herst (president), Elaine Hanson (vice president), 
Joyce Plamp (secretary). BACK ROW: Pa tricia Trembath, Linda Moehlman, Gabrilla Bailo, Dolores Johnson, 
Miss Robinson (sponsor), Flora Jane Young, Joan Kempf, Mary Jane Striewski,Norma O'Neal, Patricia Gilchrist. 
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Various activities throughout the 
year help the Library Club to promote 
educational and social functions out­
side the classroom for students in­
terested in library science. 
This year the group has co-spon­
sored two book fairs with Roosevelt 
School. They are participating mem­
bers of the professional group, Mich-
igan Association of School Libraries. 
Social events include a picnic for 
members and a tea for the officers of 
t h e  National Association o f  School 
Libraries. 
Demonstrations put on by the club 
include a book mending one for the Oc­
cupational Therapy club and a story­
telling demonstration. 
FRONT ROW: Paul Bjornstad (president), Peggy Steig (advisor),Patricia Gilghrist (secretary), 
Earl Stevenson ( vice president), Jim Haven (treasurer) ,Jack Cavanaugh (advisor). SECOND ROW 
Michael McNamara, Kay Brechner, Judy Mitchell, M. J. McKeever, Nancy Davis, Carol Balogh 
Betty Seraydarian, Carol Kent. BACK ROW: Nancy Loding,Joan Adelson,Jo Ann van Lunenburg, 
Joe Howell, Richard Wiger, Gwen Meier, Joyce Brooks, Jan Laser, Mary Jane O'Donnell. 
To ski and to promote the sport of 
skiing as a leisure time activity is 
the purpose o f  this c 1 u b. Ski Club 
members planned various activities 
to provide enjoyment throughout the 
year. 
During the winter months the group 
went on several week-end ski trips 
and also had an ice-skating outing in 
Ann Arbor. A roller-skating party, 
horseback riding, and a canoe trip on 
the Huron River were Spring activi­
ties. 
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FRONT ROW: Gail Malony, Kay McClure, Lucy Leonard, Cindy Stahl, Janine Turpin. SECOND ROW: 
Pat Trembath, Pat Dowgiallo, Helen Stanfield, Marylyn Lake, Bonnie Burnham, Margaret White. THIRD 
ROW: Donna Webb, Barb Weiss, Janet Sukovich, Delphine Zajac, Sharon Munson. 
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The Student Education Association pro­
vides opportunities for the personal and 
professional growth of students who in­
tend to enter the teaching profession. 
Besides presenting programs of infor­
mation about placement, qualifications, 
state and national organizations, and cur­
rent topics in education, the club sponsors 
a high school Future Teacher's Workshop 
each Fall. 
S�NCII 
Any student enrolled on the Occupa­
tional Therapy Curriculum is elligible 
for membership in O.T. Club. Annually, 
the club holds a Craft Sale just before the 
Christmas Holidays with 0. T. students 
making the crafts and gifts that are sold. ,-c::......,.. 
The club serves by giving programs at 
nearby hospitals and for the children at 
Rackham School. They also assist in pre­
paring materials for the Easter Seal Drive. 
A special event for this year has been 
a demonstration of rehabilitation work 
done for aphasic patients at the Speech 
Clinic of the University of Michigan. Other 
programs are held in Occupational Ther­
apy Departments of various hospitals in 
the area. 
FRONT ROW: Ann Lovejoy, Diane Brooks, Carole Huelsberg, 
Sidnee Staple (president), Geri-Kay Bonnette. SECOND ROW: 
Susanne Greenamyer, Doris Howard, Sallie Walters, JoAnn van 
Lunenburg. 
FRONT ROW: Nancy Belton, Ruby Lewis, Shelia O'Connell, Karen 
Wilkie, Carol Cranshaw, Nora White. SECOND ROW: Alice Reisman, 
Mike Chevrie, Bernard Treado (Advisor), Tamara Buttrum, Linda 
Miller. BACK ROW: Diane DeBeaudry, Nancy Trott, Sarah Hough, 
Jean Ligon, Virginia Peters, Sally Ryan, Maureen Valliere, Sharon Mun­
son, Sharon Smysor. 
Membership in the Special Educa­
tion Club is automatic upon enrolling 
in the Special Education Departmento 
This includes all areas of education 
of the exceptional and gives the club 
a potential membership of more than 
two hundred studentso The purpose of 
this organization is to promote pro­
fessional growth, human relationships, 
and social competency. 
Activities for the year included a 
series of field trips. The group visited 
Whitmore L a k e  Boys V o  c a t i  o n a 1 
School, Ypsilanti State Hospital, La­
peer State Mental Hospital, Coldwater 
State Mental Hospital, Flint School for 
the Deaf, Adrian Girls V o c a t i o n  a 1 
School, Wayne County Training School, 
Lansing School for the Blind, Detroit 
Orthopedics Hospital, and Hawthorne 
C e n t e r. The group also sponsored 
their annual candy sale and participa­
ted in the campus-wide C h r i s t m a s  
party and sing. Several meetings fea­
turing speakers were held. 
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FRONT ROW: Vicki Supkoski, Joan Gillespie, Ann Langshied, Kathy Dritsas, Constance Montante, Sandra 
Zunich, Jackie Webb, Judy Anderson, Jane Rasmussen. SECOND ROW: Pat Greer, Mary Boomer, Judy Hyer, 
Kay Berry, Charlene Taylor, Anne Tubbs, Mary Schultz, Betty Graff, Sandra Olsen, Marcia Bluerock, Judy Nor­
wich, Kathy McDonald. THIRD ROW: Myrna Baugh, Theresa Pickens,Carole Massey,Shirley Kennedy, Linda 
Kane, Barbara Heric, Dorothy Tea, Claudia Wasik, Nancy Jurkiewicz, Pat Gruda, Anita Wiseley, Sue Wittig. 
The Women's Physical Education 
Club, under the guidance of Miss G. 
Montgomery, had a very busy and 
successful year. In September there 
was an open meeting for all pro­
spective members, and later in the 
month a picnic was held for the new 
members. Throughout the semester, 
the club kept busy by planning a 
Major Day for many of the surround­
ing high schools. Senior women in­
terested in the field of Physical Ed­
ucation were invited. 
Membership in this club is open to any 
man who has earned a letter in a varsity 
sport at Eastern. Speakers at the groups' 
meetings include coaches and other au­
thorities in the field of physical education. 
Varsity Club members run the con­
cession stand at high school and tourna­
ment basketball games. The group pur­
chased the pennants which adorn the ceil­
ing in Bowen Field House. 
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FRONT ROW: Lew Kieft, Tom Campbell, Ray Rafford, 
Gary Dode, Tom Brower, Ken Behmer, Jim Chronowski. 
SECOND ROW: Dave Catherman, Ron Wilson, John 
Jennings, Harold Schimmelpfenneg, Jerry Kruse, George 
Beeman. THIRD ROW: Jim Lowry, Len Kirschke, Don 
Byard, Don Trefry, Jim Fox. 
Veterans' Club, re-organized on 
this campus in the Fall of 1958, has 
been active in numerous projects 
for the school and for charity. 
Each Monday, a group of mem­
bers travel to the Ypsilanti State 
Hospital where they do volunteer 
work with teen, and pre-teen, boys. 
Last year during the Christmas 
season, the club used money from 
its treasurery to purchase food, 
clothes and toys for a needy family 
in town. 
The Veterans' Club homecoming 
float took first place in the club 
division. Sandy Strickland, Vets' 
Clubs' candidate for homecoming 
Queen, was on the queen' s  court. 
Active in Intramural sports, the 
club won the overall independent 
championship last year. 
Also, last year, the club spon­
sored a Sadie Hawkins Day with all 
profits going to charity. The group 
has plans to repeat this again. 
FRONT ROW: Bruce Chapman (secretary), Jody Prater (vice president), Don Eland (president) , Herman Allen, 
Gary Navarre. SECOND ROW: S. Michael Conroy, Elmer Rentz, Ed Herndon, Bob Pristas, Gary Fitzgerald, 
Ed Tillson, Henry Fortenbaugh, Al Gotko, Douglas MacArthur, Joe Howell. BACK ROW: Richard May, Joseph 
Diederich, Dick Dye, George McQuillin, Jay Jodway, Tom Mathis, Mike Beebe, Thomas Bielman, Jim Haven, 
Richard Schassberger. 141 
The Women's Recreation Associa­
tion strives to promote and foster an 
extracurricular program of w h o  1 e­
some recreational activities f o r  all 
EMU women and to encourage co-rec­
reational opportunities. 
Field hockey, volleyball, badmin­
ton, basketbal l, archery, softball, ten­
nis, and golf intramurals provide rec­
reational opportunities throughout the 
year. Co-recreation nights are also 
held throughout the year, usually once 
a month. This year, a faculty co-rec­
reation night was sponsored b y  t h e  
group. 
WRA has several special Spring 
activities. These include a camp week­
end for all the women on campus, the 
WRA board outing, and the WRA ban­
quet. 
Social activities incl ude entering a 
float in the Homecoming parade, par­
ticipating in the Christmas Sing, and 
Christmas caroling in Ypsilanti. 
FRONT ROW: Judy Gothelf (treasurer), Claudia Wasik (vice president), Martha Verda (advisor), 
Connie Riopelle (president), Sharon Roberts. SECOND ROW: Kay Berry, Joan Gillespie, Maralynn Cooney, 
Judy Hyer, Sandy Zunich, Cathy Dritsas, Joanne Regan, Constance Montante. BACK ROW: Judy Anderson, 
Pat Danielson, Joan Treichel, Anne Tubbs, Valerie Salanay, Diane Dusterhoft, Mary Schultz. 
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FRONT ROW: Mary Kay Williams, Beverly Ginns, Carol Kent, Mary Mell, 
Carol Anderson. SECOND ROW: Jerry Hager, John Stegeman, Mary Bjork 
(vice president), Jim Wharton (president), Joyce Rohr, Maury Guilfoil. BACK 
ROW: Richard Turnquist, Sandy Hogan, Ron Rogers, Marilyn Harris, Al 
Kinter. 
Young Republican's is a student group 
formed of anyone on campus who is in­
terested in the Republican party. 
During the fall, group members did 
some canvasing of nearby precincts as 
part of a total effort to determine the 
·number of registered Republican voters. 
Members of the group also worked at 
Ypsilanti Republican Headquarters an­
swering the phone and giving information. 
With their traditional enemies, Young 
Democrats, the club co-sponsored a dance 
in the Fall and the Waugh-Keyes Debate 
where both parties aired their platforms 
and aims. 
FRONT ROW: Carol Marks (vice president), Anna Marie Boell, Kendall 
Hartzell, Dot Lauer, Earl Stevenson (president), N. Jean Johnson. BACK ROW: 
Arthur Omolsch, Mary Jo Horn, Janice Marks, Charles Schmid, Sharon Munson, 
Loui Andrews, Thomas McCurdy. 
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The social fraternities and 
sororities exist primarily to serve 
their members. Yet, the total face 
they show is not completely 
fun-loving. 
There is more behind a pin, 
and behind the face of one who 
wears it, than a purely social 
outlook. 
Many of the activities 
of the Greek organizations are 
purely entertainment. These include 
such things as the Chick Relays with 
its pie-eating contests and the 
Greek Weekend with its carnival­
like atmosphere. 
Not as often recognized, however, 
is the serious side of the Greek face. 
Christmas parties for the underprivileged 
or the handicapped and money-raising 
for charity illustrate this outlook. 
The shine of friendship, too, 
shows in the faces of sorority and 
fraternity members. Such groups 
develop and encourage lasting 
ties between members. 
In these many ways, the Greek 
organizations add to the total 
face of Eastern. 
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FRONT ROW: Judith Marshall (President), Shirley Kennedy, Judith Mansfield (Corresponding Secretary), 
Maureen Drake (Vice President), Cathy Fillinger (Recording Secretary), Maggie L. Burton, Thomasine 
McFadden, Claudia Wasik. 2nd. ROW: Stephanie Sokoloff, Joan Behrend, Judy Woods, Vera Baer, Patricia 
Terry, Michael Warner (Treasurer), Doris Mitchell. 
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Panhellenic Council, its member­
ship composed of two members from 
each social sorority, has the respon­
sibility of maintaining fraternity life 
and inter-fraternity relations on our 
campus. 
Panhellenic Council is the self­
governing body of the sororities on 
this campus. Each of the ten social 
sororities send two members to this 
group. 
One of the primary responsibili­
ties of this group is handling the bi-
annual rushing. Shortly after the be­
ginning of each semester, 'Panhel' 
sponsors Peek at Greek which offi­
cially begins rushing. During t h e  
three-week rush season, Panhellen­
ic Council handles all disputes, sets 
all dates and hands out rush books 
to rushees. The Panhellenic S i n g  
marks the end of rush. 
In cooperation with Inter-frater­
n i t  y Council, Panhellenic Council 
sponsors several dances throughout 
the year. 
Inter Fraternity Councilt whose mem­
bership represents every fraternity on 
campus, is the governing body of the 
social fraternities. 
The group handles the manditory open 
house. Every man who intends to rush must 
attend this meeting which explains the 
purpose of I.F.C. and of Greek organiza­
tions at Eastern. Each fraternity sets up 
a display and operates a booth to acquaint 
rushees with their group. 
I. F. C. also maintains the bid box where 
rushees pick up bids and return their 
choices. Other matters within the groups' 
jurisdiction include rules for pledging, 
fraternity problems, and the number of 
bids a fraternity may off er. 
With .Panhellenic Council the group also 
co-sponsors Greek Weekend. 
FRONT ROW: John J ontos, Robert Bayne, Dale Coller, Ed Dubaj, Ernest McC!endon. SECOND 
ROW: Leroy Fahie, Gerald Faulman, Gerald Howe, James Davidson, Richard Pifer, El Roberson. 
THIRD ROW: John Nutt, Ray Crosier, Richard Timpf, James Jackson, Lee Conners, Dan Rafail. 
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The Alpha Kappa Alpha's purpose is to 
promote unity and friendship among col­
leges and to keep alive in the alumnae an 
interest in college life and the progressive 
movement. The sorority whose flower is 
the Tea Rose and whose colors are Salmon 
Pink and Apple Green was founded in 1949. 
FRONT ROW: Nadine Barnett, Marion Wardlow, Jacqueline Henderson, Doris Mitchell, Mary Reed, Sara 
Batte, Miss Pearle Baxter. SECOND ROW: Thomasine McFadden, Miss Menda Britton, Mary Collins, Linda 
Moore, Yvonne Piere, Rebecca Taylor, Faye Bennett, Patricia Solomon, Kleah Woods, Patricia Brooks. 
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FRONT ROW: Liz Campain, Nadia Ukrainec. Margaret Curtis, Barb Joslin, Brenda Diven, Martha Toland, 
Mary Beth Seelye, Sue Barker (Treasurer), Connie Pattison. 2nd. ROW: Mrs. Bates (Faculty Advisor), 
Arlene Bluhm, Mary Helmling, Margaret White, (Vice President), Heather Wright, Karen Benson, Garlin 
Clark, Dot Tank, Madeleine Rowe. 3rd. ROW: Carole Tuesink, Judy Jones, Barbara Bliss, Martha Belknap 
(President), Michael Warner, Mary Schultz, Judy Bricker, Margie Fleet, Beverly Pickles. 4th. ROW: Sharon 
Gale, Pam Beckwith, Connie Beyer, Linda Faust, Patricia Burch, Vera Baer, Kay Rizzi, Jody Bergin, Danna 
Kull. 
The purpose of Alpha Sigma Tau 
is to promote the ethical, cultural 
and social developments of its mem­
bers. Alpha Sigma Tau at Eastern 
holds the honor of being the original 
chapter in this national sorority. 
Founded here in 1899, the group 
became national in 1905 when Beta 
Chapter was established at Western 
Michigan University. 
The more formal social activi­
ties have included a Founder's Day 
Luncheon, an initiation, potluck din­
ner and Christmas party with alum­
nae, and the annual Candlelight Ball 
dinner dance. 
FRONT ROW: Donna Hayworth, Judy Swab (Treas urer), Francene Hayworth, Judy Gothelf (Vice Presi­
dent), Andy Murdock (President), Kay Abel (Recording Secretary), Joanne Ingles, Judy Mashke (Corres­
ponding Secretary), Judy Johnson. SECOND ROW: Betty Brown, Ruth Rezek, Nancy Trowbridge, Carol 
DuRoss, Anne Parish, Carole Demsky, M. L. Sanford, Jo Ann Mongelli, Jan Conklin. THIRD ROW: Dian 
Littell,Caren Clague, Barbara Dishnow, Diane Davis, Pat Materski, Sandy Zunich, Peggy Murphy, Betty Van­
Camp, Nancy Stoica. FOURTH ROW: Carol Papalas, Carol Klancnik, Pat Ferdon, Kay Vogel, Sally Matt, 
Marilynn MacDonald, Judy Woods, Nancy Reif, Gwen Meier, Miss Hays (advisor). 
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This organization, since its founding in 
1955, has striven for high scholarship on 
campus and has striven to be an active in­
fluence for good in the student body. The 
Alpha Xi Delta's had a distinct beginning 
this school year by winning the Chick Re­
lays for the third year and also by having 
one of their members chosen for Home­
coming Queen. The organization has vol­
unteered many hours to agencies such as 
the Muscular Dis trophy Drive and the Can­
cer Drive. 
FIRST ROW: Ann Thomson, Kay Faulk (Vice President), Dot Lauer (Presi dent), Lavon Hart, Carolyn Rich­
ardson (Recording Secretary), Janet Benjamin, Margaret Shea (Corresponding Secretary), Susan Price. SECOND 
ROW: Dianne Dusterhoft, Pat Barner, Suzanne Stevens, Carol Premo, Pat Terry, Diane Lee, Bonnie Brown 
(Treasurer), Jan Ossa, Jean Ligon, Laura Jakobowski. THIRD ROW: Merle Perkins, Elaine Hanson, Joyce 
Service, June Heck, Jo Faris, Shirley Kennedy, Dianne DeBeaudrey, Jane Rose. 
Beta Pi Gamma was founded in 1957 with 
the purpose to perpetuate fellowship, trust, 
and scholarship. 
Among the many events of Beta Pi Gam­
ma are the cider sip for parents, alumni, 
and guests during Homecoming, the work­
shop in No v e m b e r  to make holders f o r  
h e a r i n g aids for Ra c k h a m, and a joint 
Christmas party with Alpha Gamma Upsi­
lon for underpriviledged children. A din­
ner dance was held in February in Windsor, 
Ontario. 
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Delta Beta is the local chapter of 
Delta Sigma Theta, an international 
sorority founded in 1913 by Howard 
University undergraduate w o m e n. 
The local chapter started in 1949. 
Volunteering aid to organizations 
such as the Women's Christian Asso­
ciation, the Red Cross, Girl Scouts, 
and the United Community Fund are 
some of the ways in which the girls 
of Delta Sigma Theta serve the com­
munity. 
The major social event of the year 
is the January Crimson and Cream 
Ball. 
By working through the interna­
tional headquarters, the girls a r e  
able to finance an exchange student 
program. 
FRONT ROW: Denise Johnson, Elise Thigpen, Mae Brown, Antoinette Holly, Elaine Glazier. SECOND 
ROW: Phyllis Taylor, Paralee Gii,lenwaters, Judy Mansfield, Janet Dean, Maggie Burton, Sharon Wilhite. 
THIRD ROW: Bar-bara Cowan, Penelope Bullock (Faculty Advisor), Barbara Baylor, Brenda Pryor, 
Joyce Lacke, Patricia Gillespie. 
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FRONT ROW: Mary Holland, Dianne David, Carol Moffat, Connie Walker, Barbara Kolznak, Betty Harrison 
(President), Connie Castern, Joan Shishkoff. 2nd. ROW: Priscilla Neal, Joanne Erickson, Marie Sokowicz, Michele 
Yencheck, Becky Alchin, Jeri-Lynne Haines, Sylvia Smith (Recording Secretary), Nancy Knister (Treasurer), 
Cathy Dritsas, Karol Sullivan. 3rd. ROW: Andrea Willis, Sara Denton, Elaine Tullke, Sharron Fritch (Corres 
ponding Secretary), Ann Churchill, Pat Neeb, Mary Anne Bunten, Joni Morgan, Karen Wetz, Kathy Fitzgerald, 
Kay Cox. 4th. ROW: Brenda Ogarek, Caroline Luttrull, Gerri Poh lonski, Barbara Cox (Vice-President), Nancy 
Lee Griffin, Mary Browning, Nancy Witherell, Ann Izak, Claudia Wasik, Bonnie Harker, Gaylen TrabuP 
Anne Peters. 
Uniting its members with bonds of 
lasting friendship for the pursuit of knowl­
edge, and the development of plans for 
guidance and action is the purpose of Delta 
Zeta. 
Sorority activities include a dinner­
dance, breakfasts, and a weekend. Each 
year the girls hold a Senior Farewell and 
a Mothers Tea. Another well-known func­
tion is the Ugliest Man Contest. 
In the line of service, the girls hold a 
Christmas Party and make Easter Baskets 
for underpriviledged children. 
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FRONT ROW: Joy Moss (Treasurer), Joan Behrand (Secretary), Carolyn 
Exelby (Advisor), Margot LaBan, Maryann Kyte. 2nd. ROW: Miriam Bank, 
Adrianne Herst, Stephanie Sokoloff, Ellen Schultz. 
A newcomer to Eastern' s cam­
pus, Emanon was organized last 
year and gained sorority status in 
March, 1960 with a Panhellenic 
Charter. 
Composed of 11 charter mem­
bers, Emanon works toward the 
promotion of high ideals for its 
members. In doing this, the sorority 
participates in various social activi­
ties on campus and assists in many 
philanthropic activities. 
The girls participated in the 
Muscular Dystrophy drive during 
November. Hours spent in work at 
Rackham School and visits to chil­
drens' homes in Ypsilanti and Ann 
Arbor are examples of the services 
Em anon performs. 
Social life, however, is not neg­
lected, and various parties are al­
ways in the planning. Included in 
these is the annual Christmas party 
and a sorority weekend. 
FRONT ROW: Joyce Plamp (Treasurer), Miriam Rogers, Dixie Lantz, Gerry 
Zdziebk, Pat Teagan, Judy Koslowski, Carol Barnett, Sidnee Staple (Vice­
President), Cecelia Mongait. 2nd. ROW: Pat Kochanek, Leona Pohlonski, 
Sandy Gayeff, Betty Meldrum, Janna Bilokury, Barbara Ciesilak, Carol Mur­
ray, Glenna Geraw, Marina Vossos. 3rd. ROW: Carolyn Bell (Recording Sec­
retary), Joanne Boyd (Corresponding Secretary), Oaklee Noblit, Mary Smith, 
Virginia Jones, Gail Bardsley, Judy Crowl, Kaye Monarch, Sandi Markovich 
(President), Barbara Davey. 4th. ROW: Sharon Murphy, Marie Blomfield, 
Judy Barnes, Carol Marks, Sylvia Maintzer, Sally Vandegrift, Elizabeth Odgers, 
Yvonne Falklam, Lucille Schultz. 
Uniting its members in a bond of 
sincere friendship for the develop­
ment of character and the promotion 
of social and intellectual culture is 
the aim of Sigma Kappa. 
In 1959, the group, which started 
at Eastern as a local sorority, be­
came the Delta Alpha Chapter of na­
tional Sigma Kappa. T h e national 
which has 102 chapters was founded 
in 1874 at Colby College, Maine. 
Sigma Kappa is active i n  many 
c a m p u s  wide activities including 
Homecoming and Christmas festivi­
ties. 
The g i r 1 s a 1 s o  participate i n  
closed activities which include a Din­
ner Dance, sorority brunch, banquet 
and other initiation activities. 
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A strong feeling of sisterhood 
and coordination in working together 
are the listed purposes of Sigma 
Nu Phi, founded at Eastern in Sep­
tember of 1897. 
A winning float in the Home­
coming parade proved the efforts 
of the girls. During homecoming 
week, the girls also participated 
in the Chick Relays and held a 
Chocolate Hour for Alumni mem­
bers. 
Social events for the Sig Nu's 
include a Faculty Tea in November, 
a December Christmas party, the 
Sweetheart Ball and Greek-Weekend 
activities in April. 
In January, the group held formal 
initiation of new members and in­
stallation of officers for the coming 
year. 
Climax of the year is the Sorority 
Weekend in May. 
FRONT ROW: Carolyn Earl, Barb McAfee, Donna Oesterle, Sandy Winans, Sally Ronthi, Maddie Rentz, 
Marilyn Tegan. SECOND ROW: Joyce Brooks, Judy Watkins, June Klempirik, Barb Murray, Jan Martin, 
Kitten Englebrecht, Marion George, Mary Ann Saylor, Pat Greer, Sharon Reisman. THIRD ROW: Pat Betz, 
Nannette Smalley, Diane Judd, Judy Minor, Jan Fruin, Anne Commire, Maureen Drake, Mary Lyon, 
Sandy Clave, Marie Buckley, Marilyn Pampu, Betty Crothers, Nancy Milne, Georgia Proper, Nelda Baker, 
156 Judi Zarend, Jean Ann Head, Wanda Michalik, Judy Marshall, Sally Maier, Lorry Konke, Ann Engelgau, 
Mary McLaughlin, Mary Drake. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, proud of 
being known on campus as t h  e 
'swinging, singing sigmas' offers 
membership to girls desiring sin­
cere and lasting friendships. They 
are equally proud of being known 
for leadership in many campus or­
ganizations especially A.W.S. 
The social calendar of the Tri 
Sigs 1 is a long and varied one which 
includes such things as Dads' Day, 
Annual Spring Dinner Dance, Christ­
mas parties (both all- campus and 
membership) and rush parties. The 
list also includes such things as the 
Tri Sig-Phi Sig All-Campus dance 
and Greek Weekend activities. 
Homecoming this year was es­
pecially big for the Tri Sigs with 
two girls, Sandy Strickland and Jinx 
Porte, on the Queen's court. At this 
time they also held a Cider Sip for 
the alumnae and participated in the 
Chick Relays. 
Service activities are not neg­
lected as the girls visit the children 
at Mayberry T.B. Sanitarium1 make 
favors for the trays at Beyer Hos­
pital and participate in the Robbie 
Page national service project with 
a shoe shine at McKenny. 
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FRONT ROW : Nancy Vondette, Gabriella Bailo, Linda Schave, Carol Prokuda, Judy Monske, 
Joyce Boelter, Jo Ann Swank, Sharon Tuller. 2nd. ROW: Sue Langdon, Nancy Waydak, 
Linda Lavett (Recording Secretary), Joy Notch (Vice-President), Judi Skimin (President), 
Linda Burt (Corresponding Secretary) ,  Cathy McArthur (Treasurer),  Virginia Baker. 3rd. ROW: 
Kathie Yeagley, Cathy Fillinger, Shirley Steiner, Paula Kehoe, Angie LaSotta, Sharon Wrozek, 
Donna Skomp, Joyce Dunham, Nancy Booth. 4th. ROW: Maggie Alspaugh, Judie Richards, 
Peggy Penrod, Jinx Porte, Carol Mahlman, Linda Stock, Geri McGraw, Donna Weidenbach, 
Judy Miller. 
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Brotherhood and Fellowship stands as 
the dual purpose of Alpha Epsilon Pi. At 
the present time, the group is a colony of 
a large national fraternity. In the near 
future, however, there are plans to be­
come a charter member. This would mean 
membership in I.F .C. and the possibility 
of a fraternity house. 
Under the slogan 'Walking for those who 
cannot walk', pledges begged for Hallo­
ween candy this year and then gave this to 
the children at Rackham School. The entire 
fraternity cooperated in a shoeshine for the 
United Foundation. When the money that 
had been donated by the campus was count­
ed, the A E Pi' s matched that amount 
from the fraternity treasury. 
A Winter formal dance, usually held at 
a private club in Detroit, is the major 
social event of the year. Past members of 
the fraternity are invited and usually 
45-50 couples attend. 
FRONT ROW: Bob Rebin, Alan Schneider, Keith Frank, Marshall Hersh, Jeff Levy, Jerry Goch, Ronald 
Sima. 2nd ROW: Thomas Pov lock, D. Lichten stein, Larry Steel, Bob Miller, Stan Rosenberg, Leonard Partner. 
In the Spring of 1959, the Epsilon 
Eta chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha re­
ceived the status of an interfrater­
nity council member and became part 
of the national fraternity. 
Although there are only five active 
members at the present time, this 
fraternity has many activities. A t  
Vernest E. Spivey, Perry Jones, Paul 
R. Thompson, George D. Goodman, 
Fulton B. Eaglin. 
the start of each school year, there 
is a general meeting and new officers 
t a k e  over their respective duties. 
During fall the group has parties and 
work meetings. 
The annual Sweetheart Ball is held 
each year in the Ballroom of Mc­
Kenny. 
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FRONT ROW: Dennis David, Robert Martin, John Burg, Edward Dubaj, Thomas Nowak, Ellis Willis. 
SECOND ROW: Victor Ferrichiolo, Howard Riendel, William Heck, Patrick Dignan, Thomas Prieur, Ron­
ald Mercier, Robert Kurtz, Wayne Horner. THIRD ROW: Leonard Kirschke, Richard Fahey, Al Marek. 
James Curry, William DesChamps, William Wolf, Sam Paciero, Charles Elmquist, John LeC!air, Marve Staplon. 
The men of the Arm of Honor work to 
promote brotherhood and fellowship with 
all members working as a unit. 
Major activities for the fraternity in­
clude the annual Ball of Honor, and a semi­
formal dance held during the fall months. 
In Spring, they sponsor an Alumni Ban­
quet and a picnic where actives invite 
friends to spend the day at Silver Lake. 
During the summer the actives hold a 
get-together. 
./Jtp,l,,,a, q� '/,(� spirit that canbe truly called fraternal. 
Alpha Gamma Upsilon is proud of sup­
plying an atmosphere which developes 
each individual' s  personality. Within the 
Alpha Garn brotherhood members find a 
congenial group of college men with sim­
ilar interests. It is this which produces 
Social activities consist of a semi­
formal homecoming dance "Catch a Win. " 
Some one hundred couples, this year, 
spent four hours of dancing and entertain­
ment. A hay ride, a bonfire, and a number 
of other parties were also on the calendar. 
A national convention, Easter party 
for Rackham School, and Christmas Party 
for 60 underpriviledged children have 
been highlights of the year. An honored 
part of the fraternities scrapbook is a 
letter from one grateful mother after the 
Christmas Party. "Dear Fellows," it 
reads, " They (my children) said it was 
lots more fun than any of our family 
parties . . .  You are all to be commended 
for your true Christmas spirit. " 
FRONT ROW : Edward Chance, Abbud Bishov, Dick Luther (secretary) ,  Michael Dyke, David Boyd. 
SECOND ROW: David Adair, Ken Shevock (treas urer),  Earl Stevenson, Carl Anderson (advisor) ,  Larry 
�eier, B_ob Soanke. BACK ROW: Tom Murphy, Gary Fenn (president), Mark Kasim (vice presi dent) ,  
Jim Harnngton, Carl Ray, Duane Clark. 
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FRONT ROW: Dick Earle, Basil Myers, Dan Rafail, Lee Schoolmeesters,Dace Lindermann, John Sopt, Ron He ­
therwick, Leigh Moore. SECOND ROW. Warren Hancock, Arden Rogers, Richard Corney, Brent Anthony, 
Joseph Ivacko, Lyn wood Noah, David Parish, William Bain, Thomas Beger, Gordon Motion. THIRD ROW : 
Donn Vidosh, Ray Olson, Richard May, Joe Dirks, Robert Miller ( Secretary), Frank Grippi (Treasurer ),  Bill 
Pizzuti (President) ,  Al Herrmann, Kenneth Johnson, Gary Phillippi, Homes Hogle, Nick Moisides, Wallace Van 
Alstine, Gene Mahalak. FOURTH ROW: James Gilliam, D. Dehart, Norman Terrall, Richard Berarducci, James 
Lester, Larry Hill, William Platten, Paul Pillsbury, Gerald Kitka, Ray Crosier, James Schluentz, Vincent DeLoach. 
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Delta Sigma Phi, a s o c i a l  fraternity, 
holds many social affairs during the year 
including the Alumni Homecoming Banquet, 
the formal Coronation Ball, and the infor­
mal Sailor's Ball. They also have a bi­
monthly leadership dinner inviting promi­
nent speakers. The primary aims of this 
organization are lifelong brotherhood and 
expansion of character through brother­
hood. 
Progressive achievement is the 
motto of Kappa Alpha Psi, a com­
paratively small, yet active, frater­
nity at Eastern. 
The fraternity is proud of the ath­
letic truimphs of several members. 
Hayes Jones, Olympic t r a c k  star 
from EMU, was a Kappa Alpha Psi. 
Another brother, Al Day is a pro­
fessional football player. 
The local chapter, Delta Nu, was 
founded on this campus in 1955. The 
national fraternity has been in ex­
istance since 1911. 
Ernest McCiendon, George C. Thompson Jr., James Jackson Jr., Uneal Rayford Jr., Eugene T. Love, Levi 
Simpson. 
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FRONT ROW: Dan Tartoni, Jim Myers, John Bodenmiller, Rodger Knight, Bob Tartoni, Tom Gordon, 
W. J. Bownrigg (Advisor), Bill Gibson, Dick LaBaere, Jim Chronowske. SECOND ROW: Robert Lewis 
Hetcher, Jerry Adams. Ron Valenti, Fred Barkley, Emil Majeski, John Zago, Dick Carl, Jerry Pruitt, John 
Kocsis, Paul Schultz. THIRD ROW: Bob Reeves, Dave Catherman, Dave Barlind, Mickey Dean, John Karl­
zen, LeRoy Fable, Jim Handy, Dave Beattie, Bill Anderman, Stan Mazur. FOURTH ROW: Jim Slaw, Dick 
Rohde, Dick Millar, Bob Rohde, Dan Trefry, Jim Lawry, Joe Giuliani, Chuck Weisner, Dan Byard, Jim Schan­
devel, Don Taylor. 
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The establishment of good schol­
arship, good fellowship, and good 
sportsmanship is the aim of Kappa 
Phi Alpha, a fraternity founded on 
this campus in 1902. 
High on the list of social events 
for this fraternity is the Red Rose 
Ball in December, a semi-formal 
dance for members. In the fall, 
Kappa Phi and Sigma Nu Phi co­
sponsored an all campus dance in 
Mc Kenny. The major social event 
of the spring is the annual Spring 
Banquet. 
The Kappa Phi's  hold house par­
ties about every other month and 
work parties once a month. 
Phi Sigma Epsilon was founded 
on this campus in 1934 to promote 
brotherhood and friendship among 
members both in school and after 
graduation. 
Probably the m o  s t  important 
event for the Phi Sigs this year was 
the purchase of a new fraternity 
house at 209 North Huron. 
Known throughout the campus 
are the Phi Sig "Slave Sales" in the 
fall and spring. At these sales, 
members of the fraternity are "auc­
tioned" off to the highest fem ale 
bidders and become their slave for 
the next day. 
At Christmas time, the fraternity 
sponsors a party for underprivi­
ledged children. They also visit 
Mayberry T. B. Sanitarium with 
their sister sorority Sigma Sigma 
Sigma. With their sisters, the group 
co-sponsored an all-campus dance 
during November. 
FRONT ROW: Bob Bayne, Dick Ferguson, Sig The 3rd, Don Theisen, Gary Braun. SECOND ROW: Doug 
Scott, Larry Spangler, Bill Reid, Dick Mann, BobHamina (President), Rainer Naus (Vice President), Jerry 
Faulmann, DonTennenhouse, Craig Strain. THIRD ROW: Dick Albrecht, A. Rodriguez, Joe Hite. Bud Newitt. 
Ralph Cochran, Harlan Holt, Jim Murray, Don Draper, Rip Young, Dennis Forster. FOURTH ROW: Roy 
Cochran, Don Kitchen, Leo Racicot, Raymond Gibaratz, George Dewidko, Ernie Sigyarto, Tom Sigworth, 
James Wallendorf, Kenn Hebson, Dave Northrup, Dennis Dettmer. BACK ROW: Tim McGonagle, Harold 
Schimmelpfenneg, Al Vercellino, Bill Shoemaker, Pete Danovich, Jack Kaitala, Owen Young, Pete Betrus, 
Jack Wingard, J. Michael Warren, Gerald W. Kohs. 
Pi Kappa Phi originated on this 
campus as a local fraternity Tau Sig­
ma Chi. The group changed name 
and affiliations several times until, 
in the fall of 1956, they became the 
Beta Pi Chapter of P i  Kappa Phi. 
At the present time, there are 12 
active members. Professor William 
Work and Lt. Col. Alton Shipstead 
are advisors to the Pi Kappa's. 
FRONT ROW: Dick Allen, Bill Heise, Richard Dennis. 2nd. ROW: 
A. M. Shipstead, Richard Fitzpatrick, Russell Brumbaugh. 
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David Knisley, Albert Ives, Lt. Col. 
FRONT ROW: Tom Courtney, John Kwiecinski, Phil Cohen, R. Elsholz, G. Bruce, A Stone, M. Alkhassion, T. 
Murphy, S. Bishar, G. Fox, Larry Voletti. 2nd. ROW: Chuck Beal, Barry Freund, Birt Hurlbert, Hank Tall, Norm 
MacLellan, Lee Lustig, Mike Shay, Finn Humleker, Phil Weaver, Norm Vesprini, Dr. Fitch (Advisor). 3rd. ROW: 
Melvyn Sternfeld, Jim Crum, Ken Balcoff, Jerry Levin, Bill Drummond, Bob Quick, Bill Nickels, Chuck Matlock, 
Mike McNamara, Dave Hampel, John Bohm, I. Karl Mattson, Harold Bessert. 
Sigma Tau Gamma, a social fraternity, 
celebrated in 1960 the fortieth anniversary 
of the national fraternity. 
The first event of the season was the 
annual Alumni Active football game, fol­
lowed by the annual Alumni Dinner held at 
the Huron Hotel. Topping the Christmas 
season off, a Christmas party was held in 
McKenny Hall for underpriviledged chil­
dren of Ypsilanti. In February, Sigma Tau 
Gamma s p o n s o r e d  an all-campus dance 
with Alpha Sigma Tau. The W h i t  e Ro s e 
Ball, a formal dance, enjoyed by everyone, 
concluded the 1960-61 season. 
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FRONT ROW: Chuck Godman, Dan Duffy, Robert Wierzbicki, John Seckinger, Jose Muller, James Bowman, 
Frank Surdu, Dennie Laurain, Richard Giacomo, Bart Kruse, Bob Abney, Duane Lamiman. 2nd. ROW: Tony 
Aquino, Chuck Kreger, Rich Nunez, Bob Malizia, Dean Howe, Bob Dando, Jim Metelko, Ken Fine, Kent Avery, 
Larry Tamburro (Secretary), John Richert, John Kontos, Rich Lopez. 3rd. ROW: Leonard Natkowski, Muri 
Schmitz, John Nutt, Neil Otto, Bill Jacobs, Jim Harrison, Jim Davidson (President) , R. D. Montre, Tom Mac­
Kenzie, Dan Massey, Bob Shull, Richard Abbott (Treasurer),  Jerry Leszczynski, Ed Bender. 
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Joined by common goals, inter­
ests and ideas, the men of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon work to promote fellowship 
and brotherhood among members. 
The local chapter of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon, Delta Pi, is one of 1 70 
a c t i v e  chapters throughout t h e  
United States. 
During homecoming week, the 
TKE1s sponsor the Chick Relays. 
These are a series of contests open 
to sorority members. They feature 
such events as sack races, pie­
eating contests, and a football punt. 
In February, the group sponsors 
the Washingtonian, the Founders' 
Day dinner dance. 
At the present time, the group 
numbers 55 active members. 
The Theta Chi's major project for the 
year has been remodeling of the fraternity 
house. The house was painted throughout 
and the ceilings were all covered with 
acoustic tile. Wall to wall carpeting and 
new furniture grace the living room. 
Fraternity members have reason to 
take pride in the intermural athletic 
record this year. The group placed first 
in tennis, badminton, and cross country. 
They also took second place in both golf 
and wrestling. 
Major social event of the year is the 
semi-formal Theta Chi Cruise. The theme 
this year is Greece. 
FRONT ROW: Jim Ashmore, Jim Wallace, Art Liyeos, Jim Smith, Chuck Vadun, Jim LeBlanc. 2nd. ROW: 
Gary Gray, Larry Lausten, Loy Barker, Bill Blatchley, Dick Lear, Horace Waters, Joe Valade, Jim Liyeos, 
Terry Peyton. 3rd. ROW: Art DeForest, Bernie Sadow ski, Terry Hixon, Bob McGregor, John Jennings, Mike 
Deign, Jeff Farkas, Steve Manchester, Doug Saylor, Jack Staron, Mike Woods. 4th. ROW: Tom Pobanz, 
Bruce Kobb, Dick Timph, Chuck Murphy, Bill Leader, Curt Buller, Chuck Cannon, Bill Martin, Lee Conner, 
Marty Seng. 
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FRONT ROW: qavid Prakken, Al Kinter (Treasurer). Alva Eardley (President), Tom Andrew (First Vice 
President), Bill Krepps (Second Vice President). SECOND ROW: Peter Sherrick, Clarence Partin, Charles 
Minneman (Advisor), Dan Teare (Secretary) ,  Ron Yahr, Gary Kempf. 
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Headlining Alpha Phi Omega Na­
tional S e  r v i  c e Fraternity Lambda 
Phi chapter's year was the acquisi­
tion and reorganization of the Stu­
dent Book Exchange. Profits from 
this enterprise were directed to the 
establishment of an APO Scholarship 
program for future Eastern fresh­
men. 
Other service p r o  j e c t  s for the 
year included campus poster distri­
bution, direction of the Homecoming 
parade, s e r  v i  c e as ushers a t  t h e  
Christmas and Easter religious pro­
grams, and c h  a i r  m a n s  h i p  of the 
World U n i v e r s i t y  Service drive. 
With Pi Kappa Phi the group opera­
t e d  t h e  concessions in conjunction 
with Eastern' s winter sports events. 
Representation at the N a t i o n a l  
Convention in Philadelphia and at re­
gional m e e t i n g s  marked the busy 
APO calendar. Social events inclu­
ded a Christmas buffet, a pot-luck 
pledge banquet, the annual May ca­
noe trip, and several parties. 
FRONT ROW : Addamae Akin, Pat Sullens, Joan Aldridge, Bobbie Pratt, Joan Krug, Nancy Middleton. SEC­
OND ROW: Mrs. Marahall (advisor), Mary Mell, Alycemae Stephens, Judy Zeller (President), Joan 
Treichel (Vice-President), Mary Ann Steadman (Secretary), Ruth Buchanan, Mrs. Erikson (advisor).  
THIRD ROW: Joyce Merryweather, Ilene Trevarron, Miriam Lenz, Barbara Brummler, Carol Belle Ander -
son, Mary Wooley, Dianne Filipiak, Willetta Kelly. FOURTH ROW: Dorothy Hatto, Dawn Stegenga, 
Joan Lundberg, Mary Sepe, Murial Lenz, Marion Kaw zinski, Sharon Munson, Audrey Fleming, Lucille Leon­
ard. 
Through many activities Omega Phi Al­
pha, service sorority, gives help and ser­
vice to the campus and community. The 
girls fulfill this purpose by ushering at the 
swim show and Christmas Concert, making 
favors for Ypsilanti State Hospital, plan­
ning a party for the children at Parkridge 
Community Center, and painting chairs at 
Rackham School. 
Besides service, the girls have many 
good times together at parties and at the 
annual Spring Banquet. 
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Adahi, senior women's honorary so­
ciety, highlights its spring semester ac­
tivities with the annual tapping ceremony 
for new members. The organization, fash­
ioned after the National Mortar Board, 
was formed in Spring, 1957 ,  andpresently 
has thirteen active members and seven 
honorary members. 
The goals of Adahi are to promote 
leadership, service, and scholarship on 
the campus. To further these aims, the 
group ushers at campus assemblies, ad­
dresses envelopes for the Honors Convo­
cation, sponsors a campus-wide tutoring 
service, and has recently been active in 
initiating a talking-books program for the 
blind students on the campus. 
FRONT ROW: Marilyn Mitchell, Anne RolJer, Judy Gothelf, Karen Bosen. 
SECOND ROW: Judy Lobbestael, Jan Martin, Andy Murdock, Doris Stegenga, 
Donna Weidenbach. THIRD ROW: Barbara Bush, Donna Clay, Joyce Brooks, 
Merle Perkins. 
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Pat Binns, Leona Pohlonski, Karen Boesen (Vice President), Peter Saputo (President), Barbara McLain, 
Pat Betz (Secretary-Treasurer). 
Alpha Psi Omega is a national honorary 
fraternity for people who have distin­
quished themselves in the field of dra­
matics. Membership is based on a point 
system and can be earned either by work 
backstage or acting. It usually takes be­
tween a year and a half to three years to 
earn a membership in Alpha Psi and each 
person must remain active in dramatics 
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to retain the membership. 
At present, the group numbers 18 mem­
bers. The purpose of this group is to 
promote interest in dramatic activities 
and to encourage each member to learn 
more about the field. In conjunction with 
these aims, the fraternity sponsors a 
coffee-hour discussion after each produc­
tion to which the entire campus is invited. 
(c�J 
Kappa Delta Pi is the national honor 
society in education. It serves to encour­
age high professional, intellectual, and 
personal standards. 
Each Spring, the group sponsors a ban­
quet for new members. At this time there 
is a guest speaker and members learn 
more about the philosophy and aims of the 
honorary. 
This year's programs for the All Cam­
us Christmas sing were planned and pre­
pared by Kappa Delta Pi in conjunction 
with Adahi. 
FRONT ROW: Everett Marshall (Counselor), Judith Lobbestael (Treasurer), Peter Saputo (President), 
Karen Boesen, Janice Darby. SECOND ROW: Barbara Bova, Mary Dee, Donna Weidenbach, Joyce 
Brooks, Donna Clay, Barbara Bush, Ann Roller. 
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Mu Phi Epsilon is the national music 
sorority, founded on Eastern' s campus in 
May, 1950. Striving to promote music and 
friendship, Mu Phi is required to give two 
concerts each year, one of which is de­
voted to American music. It also co­
sponsors, with Phi Mu, our brother fra­
ternity, the annual, all campus Christmas 
Sing and assists ushering at community 
concerts. 
This year Mu Phi became more uni­
form with the making of skirts in the 
purple and white colors of the sorority. 
FRONT ROW: Linda Stickney, Miss Dorothy James, Maxine Sweet, Carolyn Kunse, Ann Roller, Anne Thom­
Mildred Pifer. SECOND ROW: Nancy Fleischmann, as, Patricia Cubbage, Geraldine Brewster, Sara Sander­
Chris Czarnecki, Audrey Petaja, Mary Jane Hilston, son. 
Eleanor Hassenzahl, Miriam Carroll. THIRD ROW : 
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To advance the cause of music in Amer­
ica, to foster brotherhood, and to promote 
loyalty to the Alma Mater are the purposes 
and objectives of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. 
These goals have been achieved first, by 
the introduction of the annual quartet sing; 
secondly, through the annual American mu­
sic concert, performed by the chapter; and 
finally, by the planned establishment of a 
Phi Mu-sponsored music scholarship. 
Any male student a f f  i 1 i a t  e d with a 
school-sponsored musical organization is 
welcome to join Phi Mu Alpha and to help 
the further accomplishment of these goalso 
FRONT ROW: William Starnal, Ronald Ellis, Craig Strain, Robert Brock, Dennis McCulloch. SECOND 
ROW: Truman Forest, Oliver Peltonen (President),  Haydn Morgan (Department Head), Mitchell Osadchuk 
(Advisor), James Pappas (Vice President), Donald Adamick (Treasurer). THIRD ROW: Frank Wackus, Karl 
Heise, Norman MacLellan, Clayton Herrington, Donald Nagel, Serge King, Richard Albrecht, James Bradford 
(Secretary). 
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Emily Koinis (Treasurer), Mr. Sutter (Advisor), Paul Will (President), Betty Meldrum, Pat Burch. 
Among the purposes of Pi Gamma Mu, 
national social science honor society, is 
the search for an intelligent approach to 
the solution of social problems and the 
development of an understanding of dif­
ferent opinions and institutions. 
Michigan Alpha chapter has, over the 
past year, actively pursued these goals. 
An initiation banquet with a guest speaker, 
a program featuring a discussion of 
American foreign policy by a group of 
foreign students, and a series of informal 
seminars with various members of East­
ern' s faculty have been some of the activi­
ties of the campus chapter. 
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The purpose of Pi Kappa Delta is to en­
courage forensic activities of University 
students. The c h  a p t  e r engages in many 
tournaments: d i s c u s s i o n  meets, debate 
tournaments, oratory c o nt e s t, extempo­
rary speaking, plus many of the non com­
petitive speaking situations such as spon­
soring high school regional tournaments on 
(Speech) 
campus, or holding exhibition debates. 
This year the debate squad tied for sec­
ond place in the Michigan Inter-collegiate 
speech league t o u r  n a m  e n  t. The annual 
banquet will be held in Aprilo The group 
plans to attend the national Pi Kappa Delta 
contest in Oklahoma this March. 
SEATED: Carol Sitko, A. Karen Hatch, Arlene Roman. SECOND ROW: Dorothy Yohpe, Doris Ann Stegenga. 
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Pi Omega Pi, Beta Phi Chapter, 
is an honorary fraternity for Busi­
ness Education majors who have a 
3.0 average and a minimum of 15 
h o u r  s in Business Education. I t  
aims to promote higher professional 
standards. 
Various activities i n c  1 u d e  as-
(B�) 
sisting business teachers, helping 
the department plan the annual Fall 
Picnic, the Southeastern Business 
Teacher's C o n f e r e n c e, and the 
S p r i n g  Honor's Banquet. At the 
present time, the group is prepar­
ing a newsletter to keep alumni in­
f o r m e d  of current developments. 
FRONT ROW: Donna Clay (secretary), Arthur Taylor (vice-president) ,  Joanne Szabo (president),  Joan 
Klees (treasurer) ,  Arlene Roman. SECOND ROW: Lois Miller, Penny Clark, Nancy Witherell, Miss Normajean 
Anderson, Arlene Bluhm, Sandy Markovich, Eugene Comiskey. 
Phi Delta Kappa is an Educational 
Graduate Fraternity for men. Their 
main purpose is to promote educa­
tional leadership, service, and re­
search. Undergraduate men at their 
senior level are accepted, along with 
professional workers in the field. 
Their activities during the past 
year included bringing educational 
speakers to this campus, and aiding 
in the many research projects taking 
place in this area. 
FRONT ROW: Harold Douma (President), Gene Megiveron (Vice President), Fred Stefanski, Earl Studt 
(Faculty Sponsor), Carrol Osborn (Secretary), Phil Hawarny (Recording Secretary). SECOND ROW: Jack 
Blaine, George Hyry, Francis Welper, Max Hesselgrove, Clyde Niedfeldt, Egbert Street, Randall Coates, Ress 
Heimforth, Archie Wallace. THIRD ROW: F. N. Reister, Richard McGrath, Richard Oltmans, John Doyle, 
Bill Graham, Arthur Mann, Mitchell Osadchuk, Richard Wright, Lawrence Ordowski. 
Psi Kappa Alpha, founded in the spring 
of 1959, is one of Eastern's youngest fra­
ternities. It is unique in that it is the first 
and only professional fraternity in the field 
of business administration at Eastern. 
A primary goal of the fraternity is the 
development of its' members into potential 
active businessmen with high ideals. 
Speakers from the business and educa­
tion fields, and tours through various busi­
ness and industrial locations comprise part 
of the fraternity's varied program. The 
fraternity also sponsors films, fund-rais­
ing projects, and student-faculty confer­
ences. Its' activities are highlighted by 
an annual dinner-dance, banquet, and pic­
nic. 
FRONT ROW : Leo Beller (Treasurer ), Lousi Delcher (Vice-President), Hugh Hoyt (President), Robert 
Brummeler, Walter Urban (Sec retary). SECOND ROW : Earl Roth, William Wassall, Gerald Kleinsmith, 
James Smith, Perry Graham, Dennis Cavanaugh, George Witteried. THIRD ROW : James Scott, Allan 
Craven, James Ashmore, Denis Jordan, Russell Ogden, Lincoln Deihl, James England. 
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The Stoic Society exists for the purpose 
of encouraging intellectual and character 
growth of its members. It does this through 
financial aid, provided by several load and 
scholarship funds, and through opportuni­
ties for fellowship with other members. 
Qualifications for Stoic membership in­
cludes good citizenship and a high academic 
background. The group is proud of being 
the oldest honor society on the Eastern 
Michigan University campus. 
FRONT ROW: Margaret Robinson (Advisor), Robert Ross (President), Carole Crum (Vice President). 
SECOND ROW: Donald Rucker (Recording Secretary), Patricia Van Tassell (Corresponding Secretary), Donna 
Kuhl (Pub licity Chairman), Ernest Kurginski (Membersh
.
ip Chairman). 
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In the heart of every 
university, is one 
student face which is most 
admired •.. the face of a senior. 
• 
His face shows the expression 
of fulfillment, the sadness of 
farewell, and the vision of a 
future beyond this place. The 
last year shows in his face f.or 
it is the finality of a closing 
part of his life. 
A senior can know the influence 
he has had on his university; he 
can appreciate the prestige 
given to him by the underclassmen. 
A senior's face is one that 
can look back as it looks 
forward. Whatever the future may 
bring, a senior can always re-live 
the time when he was a part of 
the face of Eastern. 
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KAYS. ABEL (Oak Park) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Alpha Xi Delta, Buell House Council, 
A.W.S. Judicial Board, All-Campus So­
cial Committee, English Club, Choral 
Union, Student Council. SHIRLEY A. 
ADAMS (Detroit) Social Work; Kappa 
Delta Pi. NOREEN Y. AHRENS (Li­
vonia) Early Elementary; Women's 
League. ALBERT ]. AKROUK (Jor­
dan) Physical Education; Arabic Club, 
Basketball, Soccer. 
MARGARET J. ALLEN (Dearborn) 
Early Elementary. RICHARD H. AL­
LE� (Wyandotte) Jr.-Sr. High; Pi Kap­
pa Phi. SHEILA A. AMDJADI (Ypsi­
lanti) Mathematics. JOYCE A. AM­
ROZI (Dearborn) Later Elementary. 
WILLIAM E. ANDERMAN (Grosse 
Pointe) Economics; Kappa Phi Alpha. 
BARBARA L. ANDREASSON (Ypsi­
lanti) Later Elementary. RHADA L. 
ANDREWS (Inkster) Later Elemen­
tary. CAROL E. ANNIS (Ann Arbor) 
Social Sciences. 
ANTHONY F. AQUINO (Dearborn) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Tau Kappa Epsilon, Bas­
ketball, All Campus Social Committee, 
J-Hop Chairman. ELEANOR ]. ARNO 
(Orchard Lake) Jr.-Sr. High; Dorm 
Baseball (Captain), Dorm Social Chair­
man. MARIE B. ARNOLD (Plymouth) 
Home Economics; Stoics, Home Eco­
nomics Club. DOROTHY E. BABAS 
( Grosse Ile) Occupational Therapy. 
ELIZABETH A. BAGGETT (South 
Lyon) Secondary Education. WILLIAM 
A. BAIN (Melvindale) Secondary Edu­
cation; Delta Sigma Phi. NELDA L. 
BAKER (Wyandotte) Early Elemen­
tary; Sigma Nu Phi, Hospitality Com­
mittee, Homecoming Committee, Jr. Ad. 
Board, Goddard Social Committee, 
Choral Union. ORETHA BAKER (Pon­
tiac) Later Elementary; Social Commit­
tee, Goddard Corridor Chairman. 
-
o. ' -
BOB S. BANDAK (Jordan) Chemistry; 
Dorm Council. PATRICK L. BARNEY 
(Dearborn) Physical Education; Tau 
Kappa Epsilon. CYNTHIA A. BARTIG 
(Detroit) Epecial Education. STEPH­
EN W. BAUM (Flint) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Chess Club. 
JAMES G. BAXTER (Chelsea) Secon­
day Education; Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
JAMES 0. BAXTER (Saginaw) Mar­
keting; Psi Kappa Alpha. JOSEPH F. 
BAZZY (Dearborn) Special Education; 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, E.M.U. Players, 
Newman Club, Ski Club, Veteran's Club, 
Special Education Club, Men's Union, 
Basketball, Intramurals. DAVID R. 
BEATTIE (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. High; Kap­
pa Phi Alpha, Men's Union, All Campus 
Social Committee, Young Republicans. 
THOMAS A. BEGER (Ypsilanti) Busi­
ness Administration; Delta Sigma Phi. 
A. ARTHUR BEHRMANN (Detroit) 
Later Elementary. MARCEL I. BEIT­
INJANEH (Syria) Chemistry. CARO­
LYN J. BELL (Ann Arbor) Sociology; 
Sigma Kappa (Rec. Sec.). 
DELPHINE J. BELLER (Warren) 
Later Elementary. LEO L. BELLER 
(Warren) Marketing; Psi Kappa Al­
pha. JO ANN BERGIN (Dearborn) 
Early Elementary; Alpha Sigma Tau. 
JANICE A. BILLRY (Rochester) Ear­
ly Elementary; Choral Union. 
SAMUEL A. BISHAR (Syria) Mathe­
matics; Sigma Tau Gamma. KAREN 
E. BOESEN (Rochester) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Alpha Psi Omega, Stoic Society, Kappa 
Delta Pi, Adahi. ROBERTA I. BOHN­
SACK (Dearborn) Natural Science; 
Delta Psi Omega, Natural Science Club, 
E.M.U. Players. WILLIAM F. BOIS­
MIER (Dearborn) Physical Education; 
Cross Country, Track. 
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CHARLES F. BOLLER (Ypsilanti) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Theta Chi, Young Republi­
cans, Intramurals, Interfraternity Coun­
cil. NANCY J. BOOTH (Detroit) Spec­
ial Education; Sigma Sigma Sigma, 
Downing Treasurer, Downing President, 
All College Social Committee, CARO­
LYN A BORTH (Dearborn) Early 
Elementary; Intramural Basketball. 
BARBARA A BOVA (Warren) Special 
Education; Stoic Society, Kappa Delta 
Pi, Geography Club, Newman Club. 
WILLIAM D. BRIGGS (Ypsilanti) 
P h y s  i c a  I E d  u c a t  i o n. JOYCE A 
BROOKS (Ypsilanti) Early Elemen­
tary; Sigma Nu Phi, Adahi, Kappa Delta 
Pi, Stoics, A.W.S., Student Council, Ski 
Club, Modern Dance Club, Homecoming 
Committee, Commencement Committee. 
ALISON J. BROWN (Ann Arbor) La­
ter Elementary. EDWARD A BROWN 
(Ypsilanti) Management; Psi Kappa 
Alpha (Treasurer). 
ELKINS L. BRUCE (Ypsilanti) Eng. 
Lang; Phi Sigma Epsilon. PHYLLIS 
L. BRUSCA (East Detroit) Later Ele­
mentary. NANCY L. BUNKER (Luna 
Pier) Later Elementary; Student Coun­
cil, Dorm Hall Council. PA TRICIA A 
BURCH (Ypsilanti) Jr.-Sr. High; Al­
pha Sigma Tau, Pi Gamma Mu. 
DONNA G. BURT (Ferndale) Special 
Education. LINDA R. BURT (Pontiac) 
Early Elementary; Sigma Sigma Sigma, 
Advisory Board, Women's Chorus. BAR­
BARA A. BUSH (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Homecoming Committee, A WS Chair­
man, Goddard Social Chairman. GER­
ALD BUTLER (Ypsilanti) Business 
Administration; Stoics. 
MIRIAM E. CARROLL (Detroit) Mu­
sic Education; Mu Phi Epsilon, Down­
ing Advisory Board, Resident Assistant 
of Downing. D E N NI S  H. CAVA­
NAUGH (Warren) Business Adminis­
tration; Psi Kappa Alpha, Goodison Hos­
pitality Chairman, EMU Hospitality 
Committee. CHARLES F. CA YLEY 
(Inkster) Business Education; Psi Kap­
pa Alpha, Circle K Club. KAY R. 
CHAMBERLAIN (Ann Arbor) Early 
Elementary. 
CAROL L. CHAMPION (Jonesville) 
Early Elementary; King House Coun­
cil. CICELY S. CHAN (Singapore) 
Jr.-Sr. High. BEVERLY M. CHAPMAN 
(Flint) Jr.-Sr. High; Alpha Sigma Tau. 
BRUCE C. CHAPMAN (Detroit) In­
dustrial Arts; Vets Club, Wesley Foun­
dation, Inter-Varsity. 
Goddard seniors gather at a dinner which honored those graduating 
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MICHAEL M. CHEVRIE (Dearborn) 
Special Education; President of Spec. 
Ed. Club. FRANCES P. CHRONIS (Ann 
Arbor) Early Elementary. LOLA M. 
CHURCHILL (Jackson) Later Ele­
mentary; Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow­
ship. DUANE A. CLARK (Dexter) 
Physical Education; Alpha Gamma Up­
silon. 
DONNA L. CLAY (Jackson) Business 
Education; Adahi, Pi Omega Pi, Stoics, 
Kappa Delta Pi, Gamma Delta, Orienta­
tion Committee, Homecoming Commit­
tee, Goddard Social Chairman. R. 
DALE C O L L E R (Lapeer) Social 
Studies; Arm of Honor, Football, I.F.C. 
Secretary. MARILYN J. COLLINS 
(Clio) Special Education. ANNE L. 
COMMIRE (Wyandotte) English Lit­
erature; Sigma Nu Phi, King House 
Council, King Advisory Board, Presi­
dent AWS. 
JANICE K. CONKLIN (Flint) Early 
Elementary; Alpha Xi Delta, Social 
Chairman AWS, Choral Union, Buell 
House Council. JEAN R. CONLEN 
(Port Huron) Business Education. 
HAROLD LEWIS CONNON, Jr., (Bat­
tle Creek) Later Elementary; Swim­
ming. JOHN S. CONSTANTINE (Dear­
born) Jr.-Sr. High; Alpha Gamma Up­
silon. 
ARLETA SMITH COOK (Detroit> 
Later Elementary. GARY M. COOK 
(Ypsilanti) Applied Science; ROTC 
Drill Team, Young Republicans Club. 
GAY CORNELL (Drayton Plains) 
Early Elementary. BARBARA J. COX 
(Detroit) History; Delta Zeta. 
SOPHIE A. COX (Ypsilanti) Industrial 
Arts; Honor Society, Michigan Indus­
trial Education Society. GEORGE V. 
COWDREY (Temperance) Secondary 
Education; Munson Floor Representa­
tive, Munson Staff Assistant. CAROLE 
L. CRUM (Ypsilanti) Special Educa­
tion; Stoics, Kappa Delta Pi. DONALD 
CULICH (East Detroit) Physical Edu­
cation; Vets Club. 
OLIVE G. CUNNlNUHAM ,Avoca) 
Secondary Ed.; Catalina Club, Inter­
Varsity Christian Fellowship. GERALD 
N. DALLMANN (New Boston) Business 
Administration. JANICE DARBY (Yp­
silanti) Early Elementary; Kappa Delta 
Pi Executive Committee, Inter-Varsity 
Christian Fellowship. JOANN E. DAR­
BY (Detroit) Freshman Counsellor, 
Buell Advisory Board. 
DIANNE D. DAVID (Algona) Early 
Elementary; Delta Zeta, A.W.S., God­
dard Hall Council. JAMES L. DAVID­
SON (Pontiac) Speech; Tau Kappa Ep­
silon, Basketball, President IFC, Men's 
Union, Hospitality EMU Players. KA YE 
B. DA VIES (Dearborn) Recreation; 
Women's Recreation Board, Pbysical 
Education Club Secretary, Goddard 
Freshman Counselor, Goddard Advisory 
Board. ANITA K. DAVIS (Detroit) 
Home Economics; Home Economics 
Club. 
JANET D. DEAN (Ypsilanti) Early 
Elementary; Delta Sigma Theta, Ad­
visory Board. MARGARET E. DECK­
ER (Flint) Later Elementary. MARY 
L. DEE (Melvindale) Early Elemen­
tary; Kappa Delta Pi. RICHARD M. 
DEHART (Royal Oak) General Busi­
ness; Delta Sigma Phi. 
BONNIE JEAN DISTLER (Lansing) 
Business Administration. GUS J. DE­
MAS (Detroit) Pre-Medical. RICH­
ARD G. DENNIS (Ferndale) Jr.-Sr. 
High; Pi Kappa Phi, W.S.A.M., Secre­
try-Treasurer Munson, Munson Hall 
Council, SARA E. DENTON (Utica) 
Home Economics; Delta Zeta, Pan­
hellenic Council, Goddard Advisory 
Board, Aurora. 
RICHARD E. DEWLING (Ypsilanti) 
Physical Education; Kappa Phi Alpha, 
Football, Golf. BARBARA L. DINGER 
(Warren) Jr.-Sr. High; Band, Orchestra, 
Chem. Club, Westley Foundation. 
GARY W. DODE (Ypsilanti) Physical 
Education; Delta Sigma Phi, Varsity 
Club, Football. CAROLYN J. DODGE 
(Ypsilanti). 
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DONALD W. DUNLOP (New York) 
Pre-Law. ROBERT J. DUNN (Ypsi­
lanti) Marketing; Vets Club. JANET 
D. DUTIL (Center Line) Early Ele­
mentary; Sigma Kappa. RICHARD W. 
DYE (Flint) Business Education; Vets 
Club, Young Democrats. 
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REBECCA M. DOUGHERTY (Ypsi­
lanti) Special Education. MARILYN G. 
po UTT (Detroit) Early Elementary; 
Omega Phi Alpha, Women's League, 
Hospitality Committee. MARGARET 
A. DRAKE (Pontiac) Special Educa­
tion; Sigma Nu Phi. MARGARET A. 
DREW (Jackson) Early Elementary; 
Publicity Chairman-Inter-Varsity Chris­
tian Fellowship. 
RONALD A. DRISCOLL (St. Clair 
Shores) Jr.-Sr. High; Goodison House 
Council. DORIS M. DUCKWORTH 
(Garden City) Early Elementary. HOL­
LEY G. DUFFIELD (Wayne) Liberal 
Arts; English Club. DANIEL A. DUF­
FY (Ypsilanti) Jr.-Sr. High; Vets Club, 
Goodison Publicity Chairman. 
June Gillam receives her degree. 
Graduates file away with that precious piece of paper-their diplomas. 
DONALD G. ELAND (Detroit) Gen­
eral Business; Vets Club, Student Coun­
cil. DOUGLAS L. ELGIE (Hazel Park) 
Industrial Arts; Sigma Tau Gamma, 
Track, Cantaberry Club. RONALD F. 
ELLIS (Livonia) Music Education; Phi 
Mu Alpha, Munson Hall Council, Band, 
O rch e s t r a, C h o r a l  Union, Choir. 
CHARLES R. EMCH (Morenci) Edu­
cation. 
DONALD E. ENGEL (Dearborn) Jr.­
Sr. High. MARY J. ENGELBRECHT 
(New Baltimore) Early Elementary; 
Sigma Nu Phi, Stoics, Goddard Fresh­
man Counselor, Goddard Advisory 
Board. ANN E. ENGELGAU (St. Clair) 
Early Elementary; Sigma Nu Phi. 
JAMES W. ENGLAND (Saline) Busi­
ness Administration; Psi Kappa Alpha. 
CAROL A. EASTON (Grosse Pointe 
Woods) Early Elementary; Student 
Education Association, King Corridor 
Chairman, King Secretary, President. 
MICHAEL F. EASTON (Detroit) Busi­
ness Administration; Phi Sigma Epsilon, 
Psi Kappa Alpha. JEANETTE C. 
EHNIS (Dexter) Early Elementary. 
JOHN A. EISENHART (Ypsilanti) 
General Business; Golf, Intramural Base­
ball, Basketball, Football. 
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JOANNE L. ERICKSON (Bessemer) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Delta Zeta. RICHARD P. 
EVERTS (Ypsilanti) Jr.-Sr. High. KAY 
J. FAULK (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. High; Beta 
Pi Gamma,. A.W.S. GERALD A. FAUL­
MANN (Fraser) Business Education; 
Phi Sigma Epsilon. 
MARILYN G. FELL (Dearborn) In­
dustrial Arts; Assistant to Racham 
School. GARY W. FENN (Detroit) 
Business Education; Alpha Gamma Up­
silon. BETH FETROW (Birmingham) 
Later Elementary; Goddard Social Com­
mittee, Goddard House Council. CAROL 
S. FINNEGAN (Wayne) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. 
PATRICIA E. FISCHER (Dearborn) 
Art; Modern Dance, Do�ming Art 
Chairman, King Corridor Social Chair­
man. NANCY S. FLEISCHMANN 
(East Detroit) Early Elementary; Mu 
Phi Epsilon, Inter-Varsity Christian Fel­
lowship, Choir, Choral Union, Council 
of Student Religious Organizations. 
RUSTY J. FLEMINGTON (Oxford) 
Early Elementary; Sigma Nu Phi. DEL­
PHINE A. FLESZAR (Carleton) Busi­
ness Education; Buell House Council. 
DANA K. FLOYD (Detroit) Special 
Education; Alpha Xi Delta, Kappa Del­
ta Pi. VALENTINE C. FORF A (Dear­
born) Business Education; Delta Psi 
Omega. WILLIAM MYLES FOSTER 
(Alpena) Junior-Senior High. EVVA M. 
FRAME (Detroit) Later Elementary. 
JOHN G. FRAUENHEIM (Ypsilanti) 
Physical Education; Kappa Phi Alpha. 
JOYCE E. FREDRICK (Owosso) Spec­
ial Education; Buell Junior Advisory 
Board, Freshman Counselor, Buell Resi­
dent Assistant. SHIRLEY D. FRENCH 
(Lincoln Park) Early Elementary. 
SHERMAN J. FREUND (Detroit) 
Music; Sigma Tau Gamma, Band, Or­
chestra, Student Council, Dorm Coun­
cil. 
WILLIAM L. GAGE (Saginaw) Jr.-Sr. 
High. PEARL MAE GALE (Ypsilanti) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Pi Kappa Sigma, History 
Club, Home Economics Club. LELITIA 
M. GAISHIN (Grosse Ile) Early Ele­
mentary. MARION I. GEORGE (De­
troit) Later Elementary; Sigma Nu Phi, 
A.W.S., Freshman Counselor, Jones Ad­
visory Board. 
RICHARD D. GIACOMO (Detroit) 
Later Elementary; Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
ALAN M. GIBSON (Ann Arbor) Jr.­
Sr. High; Alpha Phi Omega, Wesley 
Foundation, Council of Student Re­
ligious Organizations. JAMES A. GIB­
SON (Hazel Park) Jr.-Sr. High; Phi 
Sigma Epsilon, Football. DELORES P. 
GILLESPIE (Pontiac) Early Elem­
tary; Delta Sigma Theta, Choral Union. 
JOAN E. GLAAB (Port Huron) Later 
Elementary; Badminton, Bowling, Ge­
ography Club, Young Republicans Club. 
ROBERTA L. GONYEA (Ypsilanti) 
Later Elementary. DAVID H. GON­
YEA (Brevort) Jr.-Sr. High; Alpha Phi 
Omega, Pi Gamma Mu, Phl Delta Gam­
ma, Circulation Manager Eastern Echo. 
JUDITH L. GOTHELF (Oak Park) 
Physical Education; Alpha Xi Delta, 
Adahi, Kappa Delta Pi, Cheerleading 
Captain, Women's Recreation Assoc .. 
CAROLE A. GOUINE (Cheboygan) 
Jr.-Sr. High. DOUGLAS S. GRAHAM 
(St. Clair Shores) Business Administra­
tion. BOB J. GREGORY (Dearborn) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Alpha Psi Omega, EMU 
Players. ELIZABETH G R  E G O  R Y  
(Pontiac) Early Elementary. 
FRANK GRIPPI (Roseville) Gneeral 
Business; Delta Sigma Phi. SANDRA 
L. GROENLEER (Lansing) Early Ele­
mentary; Christian Youth Fellowship 
-President, Council of Student Re­
ligious Organizations, Freshman Coun­
selor. MARIE M. HAASE (Mt. Clem­
ens) Early Elementary; Newman Club. 
JOSEPH G. HADDAD (Detroit) Busi­
ness Education. 
' 
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ANN R. HAENER (Ecorse) Early Ele­
mentary; King Hall Council. HELEN 
HAINES (Carleton) Early Elementary; 
Beta Pi Gamma, Wesley, Goddard Hall 
Council, Goddard Librarian, Aurora. 
JOHN V. HALL (Florida) Jr.-Sr. High. 
JAMES W. HANDY (Hillsdale) Gen­
eral Business; Kappa Phi Alpha. 
ROBERT L. HANEY (Ypsilanti) 
Physical Education; Vets Club. ELAINE 
D. HANSON (Farmington) Later Ele­
mentary; Beta Pi Gamma, Library Club 
-Vice-President, Choral Union, Fresh­
man Girls Ensemble. SHARON C. HAN­
SON (Ann Arbor) Early Elementary; 
Inter-Varsity Christian Youth Fellow­
ship, Omega Phi Alpha. ELEANOR M. 
HASSENZAHL (Pontiac) Music; Mu 
Phi Epsilon, Buell Resident Assistant. 
A.W.S. ahd Men's Union held a "Salute to Seniors." 
SHIRLEY A. HICKS (Wayne) Jr.-Sr. 
High; Omega Phi Alpha. DOROTHY B. 
HILL (Hazel Park) Early Elementary; 
Softball, Bowling, Catalina Club, Choral 
Union Band. PATRICIA J. HILL 
(Flint) Special Education; Student Gov­
ernment Representative, Special Educa­
tion Club, King House Council. MARI­
J ANE HILSTON (Trenton) Music Mu 
Phi Epsilon. 
WILLIAM R. HEISE (Ann Arbor) Jr.­
Sr. High; Pi Kappa Phi-President, Al­
pha Phi Omega, Student Council, Ath­
letic Board of Control, I.F.C. JOHN D. 
HELLENBERG (Monroe) Business 
Education. JUDITH A. HEL TUNEN 
(Freda) Early Elementary! Chi Alpha. 
MARY A. HEFTING (Port Huron) 
Early Elementary; S.E.A. 
EDMUND T. HERNDON (Florida) 
Physical Education; Vets Club, Sigma 
Delta Psi, Football, Track, Gymnastics, 
Student Council. A D  R I E  N N E  A. 
HERST (Battle Creek ) Early Elemen­
tary; Emanons, Stoics, Hillel, Library 
Club, Homecoming Committee, S.E.A., 
Freshman Orientation, Freshman Coun­
selor, Head Counselor. CAROL D. 
HEWITT (Romeo) Jr.-Sr. High. NOLA 
D. HEWITT (London) Sociology; Or­
chestra. 
ELEANOR G. HEAD (Wayne) Early 
Elementary; Inter-Varsity Chirstian Fel­
lowship. JEAN A. HEAD (Milan) Jr.­
Sr. High; Sigma Nu Phi, A.W.S., Student 
Activities Committee. EDMUND N. 
HEBDA (Wyandotte) Business Educa­
tion; Phi Sigma Epsilon, Basketball, 
Newman Club. WILLIAM H. HECK 
(Ypsilanti) Business Administration; 
Arm of Honor. 
• 
Ted's, familiar campus 
hang-out, finds this coed 
dividing her time between 
her text and a coke. 
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SARA L. HASWELL (Saline) English; 
Catalina Club. DONALD F. HATTO 
(Trenton) Mathematics. DONNA L. 
HAYWORTH (East Lansing) Early 
Elementary; Alpha Xi Delta, Student 
Council. FRANCENE M. HAYWORTH 
(East Lansing) Early Elementary; Al­
pha Xi Delta, A.W.S. Advisory Board. 
MARY M. HOLLAND (Livonia) Jr.­
Sr . .  High; Delta Zeta. LOLA J. HORN 
(Detroit) Jr.-Sr. High; Student Council, 
Goddard Hall Council, Hospitality Com­
mittee, Plays, Choral Union. WAYNE 
B. HORNER (Ontario). DORIS M. 
HOWARD (Maryland) Special Educa­
tion; Occupational Therapy Club. 
HUGH A. HOYT (Ohio) Business Ad­
ministration; Psi Kappa Alpha, Brown 
Hall Judicial Board, Brown Hall Staff 
Assistant. M. HUGGINS (Newberry) 
Special Education; Sigma Tau Gamma. 
MARY M. HUGGINS (Newberry) Sec­
retarial; Exchange Editor Eastern Echo. 
DOROTHY E. HUNYADY (Taylor) 
Later Elementary; Omega Phi Alpha. 
JOANNE E. INGLES (Huntington 
Woods) Early Elementary; Womens 
Recreation Assoc., Womens League, 
Hospitality Committee, Cheerleader, 
Buell House Council. WILLIAM H. IR­
WIN (Ypsilanti) English Language; 
Theta Chi. JOHN IZAK, Jr. (Warren) 
Social Work; Delta Sigma Phi, Vets 
Club. SHARON J. JACKS (Warren) 
Early Elementary. 
EDWARD W. JAKIEL (Ypsilanti) Ap­
plied Science. LAURA M. JAKOBOW­
SKI (Imlay City) Business Education; 
Treasurer King Hall, King Hall Scholar­
ship Winner. JERRY D. JENNINGS 
(Flint) Pre-Law; Goodison House Coun­
cil, Vice-President Goodison Hall, Inter­
Hall Advisory Board. GORDON E. 
JOHNSON (Inkster) Pre-Engineering; 
Vets Club. 
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JUDY A. JOHNSON ( Grosse Pointe) 
Retailing; Buell office, Student Council. 
PERRY E. JONES (Detroit) Social 
Work; Alpha Phi Alpha, Football, 
Track, Glee Club, IFC Judiciary Board. 
MAURI A. JORMAKKA (Finland) 
Education; International Student Club, 
Track, Crosscountry, Varsity Club. DI­
ANE E. JUDD (Fowlerville) Physical 
Education; Sigma Mu Phi, WRA Board, 
Physical Education Club, Vice President 
King Hall, King Hall Advisory Board. 
JOANNE A. KARNATZ ( Ypsilanti) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Kappa Delta Pi, Sec.-Treas. 
Chemistry Club. FRANK J. KARTJE, 
Jr. (Milan) Business Administration. 
JOYCE H. KASIM (Ypsilanti) Later 
Elementary. MARWAN S. KASIM 
(Jordan) Political Science; Secretary­
Vice President - President - Alpha 
Gamma Upsilon, Arabic Club. 
ARNOLD KELLER (Detroit) Later 
Elementary; Theta Chi, Student Coun­
cil, Georgraphy Club, Young Democrats 
Club. MARY M. KELLIE (Detroit) Jr.­
Sr. High. DAVID L. KELLY ( Ypsi­
lanti) Jr.-Sr. High; German Club, Chem­
istry Club. PAUL R. KESKE ( Stock­
bridge) Jr.-Sr. High; Young Democrats 
Club. 
GARNETTE G. KIMBERLING (West 
Virginia) Elementary. ELISABETH I. 
KIMMER (Albion) Early Elementary; 
Inter-Varsity Christian F e  1 1  o w  s h  i p. 
JAMES R. KINDSVALER (St. Clair) 
Business Administration. GERALD B. 
KITKA (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. High; Delta 
Sigma Phi. 
LOIS I. KLEIBER (Detroit) Art; Jones 
Corridor Chairman, Goddard Art Chair­
man. JUNE M. KLEMPIRIK (Owosso) 
Early Elementary; Sigma Nu Phi -
Treasury, A.W.S., King Hall Resident 
Assistant, King House Council, King 
Counselor. EMILY L. KOINIS (Grosse 
Pointe Park) Jr.-Sr. High; Pi Gamma 
Mu. CAMILLE KOMENDERA (Carle­
ton) Jr.-Sr. High; Home Economics 
Club, Newman Club-Treasurer, Bas­
ketball. 
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Parents and faculty watch the seniors march in for graduation. 
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JOHN P. KONTOS (Warren) Jr.-Sr. 
High; Tau Kappa Epsilon, 1.F.C. Repre­
sentative, Baseball, McKenny Hall Ad­
visory Board, Goodison Social Chair­
man. JOHN T. KORICAN (Britton) 
Physical Education; Baseball. GERALD 
D. KOHS (Dearborn) Jr.-Sr. High; Phi 
Sigma Epsilon. RUTH Y. KOSHI (Ha­
waii) Later Elementary; Goddard Cor­
ridor Chairman. 
BARBARA J. KOSLOSKI (Dearborn) 
Physical Education; Catalina Club, Wo­
mens Recreation Association Board. 
WILLIAM C. KREMER (Livonia) 
Business Management. JOHN C. KU­
BIAK ( Ypsilanti) Literature; Delta 
Sigma Phi, Football, Baseball. RICH­
ARD J. La BAERE (Mt. Clemens) La­
ter Elementary; Kappa Phi Alpha, Stu­
dent Council Representative. 
DONALD W. LAMBERT (St. Clair 
Shores) Management; Psi Kappa Al­
pha, Inter-Mural, Munson Staff Assis­
ant. SUE ]. LANGDON (Lincoln Park) 
Special Education; Sigma Sigma Sigma, 
King Council, Homecoming Committee, 
Special Education Club. LYNN D. 
LANGLEY (Dearborn ) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Phi Sigma Epsilon. DIXIE L. LANTZ 
(Ohio) Early Elementary; Sigma Kap­
pa, Downing Corridor Chairman, Choral 
Union. 
CAROL M. LA ROSE ( Grosse Pointe 
Woods) Special Education; Downing 
Corridor Chairman, Downing Advisory 
Board, Choral Union. DOROTHY C. 
LAUER (Fenton) Later Elementary; 
Beta Pi Gamma-President, S.N.E.A., 
LAWRENCE G. LAUSTEN (Lincoln 
Park ) Mathematics; Theta Chi-House 
Manager and Historian, Bowling, Or­
chestra, Young Republicans Club, Math 
Club, R.0.T.C. Band. RICHARD H. 
LEAR (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. High; Theta 
Chi, Natural Science Club. 
JAMES L. LE BLANC (Columbiaville) 
Liberal Arts; Theta Chi. JOHN A. LE 
CLAIR (Tawas City) Chemistry; Arm 
of Honor. JUDITH B. LEIN (Muske­
gon) Special Education; Special Educa­
tion Club, Canterbury Club. JERRY A 
LESZCZYNSKI ( Wyandotte ) Mathe­
matics; Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
JIM G. LIYEOS (Lansing) Mathe­
matics; Theta Chi. JUDITH L. LOB­
BEST AEL (Belleville) Home Econom­
ics; Kappa Delta Pi, Adahi, Home Eco­
nomics Club. CARL TON H. LOHR 
(Ypsilanti ) Industrial Arts; Vets Club, 
Pine Grove Terrace Council. EUGENE 
T. LOVE (Ypsilanti ) Special Educa­
tion; Kappa Alpha Psi, Pi Kappa Delta. 
'1 
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JOAN G. LUNDBERG (Flint) Special 
Education; Omega Phi Alpha. SANDRA 
A. LYNCH (Dearborn) Early Elemen­
tary. LOUISE F. McCAFFREY (Owos­
so) Later Elementary; Buell Corridor 
Chairman, Art Guild, Hospitality Com­
mittee. JAMES L. McCLAIN (Ann Ar­
bor) Physical Education. 
KAY M. McCLURE (Tecumseh) Early 
Elementary; Student Education Associ­
ation. DAVID A. McCULLOCH (Mi­
lan) Jr.-Sr. High; Sigma Tau Gamma, 
Student Publications Board, Student 
Council, Student Court Chief Justice, 
Brown Hall Council. JACQUELINE A. 
McCULLOUGH (Dearborn) Early Ele­
mentary; Pi Kappa Delta, Hospitality 
Committee, WEMU Broadcasting Guild, 
Forensics. JUDITH L. McCULLOUGH 
(Ypsilanti) Early Elementary. 
LYNDA A. McCURDY (Pontiac) Jr.­
Sr. High; King Hall Officer, Aurora. 
RUTH A. McFADDEN (Jackson) 
Early Elementary; Treasurer Omega 
Phi Alpha, Goddard Hall Council, 
THOMASINE McFADDEN (Ecorse) 
Special Education; Alpha Kappa Alpha, 
Special Education Club, Panhellenic, 
Sociology Club, Modern Dance Club, 
Girls Drill Team, Advisory Board. 
THOMAS E. MACKEY (Inkster) Mar­
keting; Psi Kappa Alpha, Vets Club. 
PETER H. MAGNAN (Inkster) Busi­
ness Education. CAROL A. MAHLMAN 
(Southfield) Jr.-Sr. High; Sigma Sigma 
Sigma, Freshman Counselor, Head Coun­
selor, Ad Board. SALLY E. MAIER 
(Dwight) Later Elementary; Newman 
Club. CAROL S. MARKS (Detroit) Jr.­
Sr. High; Sigma Kappa, Gamma Delta, 
Downing House Council. DEVINEE L. 
MARSH (Livonia) Early Elementary; 
Hospitality Committee, Student Coun­
cil Recording Secretary, Goddard House 
Council. 
CYNTHIA S. MARSHALL (East Lan­
sing) Special Education; Goddard Presi­
dent. JUDITH A. MARSHALL (Lath­
rup Village) Early Elementary; Sigma 
Nu Phi, President of Panhellenic Coun­
cil, Treasurer Christian Science Organi­
zation, Vice-President King Hall, A.W.S. 
Freshman Counselor. ANNETTE MAR­
TIN (Ypsilanti ) Jr.-Sr. High; EMU 
Players, Alpha Psi Omega. JANET J. 
MARTIN (Tecumseh) Later Elemen­
tary; Sigma Nu Phi, Stoics. 
JESSIE I. MARTIN (Taylor) Jr.-Sr. 
High; Modern Dance Club. JUDITH K. 
MASHKE (Benton Harbor) Early Ele­
mentary; Alpha Xi Delta, Kappa Delta 
Pi, Stoics, Womens League, Buell House 
Council. LOIS ]. MATTSON (South­
field) Physical Education; President 
Womens Physical Education Club, WRA 
Golf Manager, Womens Recreation 
Association, Choral Union. MARY E. 
MA YER (Dearborn) J r.-Sr. High. 
RICHARD B. MEAD (New Baltimore) 
Jr.-Sr. High. ARTHUR T. MEHARG 
(Ypsilanti) Business Administration. 
WANDA E. MICHALIK ( Dearborn) 
Special Education; Vice-President Sig­
ma Nu Phi, A.W.S., Newman Club. 
N A N C Y  G. M I L N E  (Huntington 
Woods) Early Elementary; Sigma Nu 
Phi, Golf Club, Volleyball, Senior Ad 
Board Buell Hall, Transfer Counselor, 
J. Hop Committee. 
WILLIAM A. MILONE (Ann Arbor) 
Pre-Law; Varsity Baseball. GERALD 
W. MINOR (St. Clair) General Busi­
ness; Kappa Phi Alpha-House Mana­
ger, Basketball, Golf. MARILYN K. 
MITCHELL (Lake Odessa) Jr.-Sr. 
High; Adahi, Stoics, Pi Gamma Mu, 
Kappa Delta Pi, Secretary-President 
J o n e s  Hall, A WS Executive Board. 
CHARLES L. MITLLEST AT ( Sno­
ver) Physical Education; Theta Chi, 
Cross Country. 
ALICE S. MIXER (Durand) Early Ele­
mentary. LINDA L. MOEHLMAN 
( Lake Orion) Early Elementary; Li­
brary Club, Choral Union. SHIRLEY 
A. MONSON (Dearborn) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Home Economics Club. RUTH A. 
MOON ( Southfield ) Early Elementary; 
Choral Union. 
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JOHN CARROLL MOORE (Ypsilanti) 
Jr.-Sr. High; EMU Players. FRANK 
MORLE (Allen Park)  Jr.-Sr. High. 
GERALD R. MORRISON (Detroit) 
Physical Education; Phi Sig. JAMES B. 
MORRISON (Ypsilanti) Special Edu­
cation; Vets Club. 
JOSE MULLER (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Baseball. SHARON 
L. MUNSON (Detroit) Special Educa­
tion; Canterbury Club-President, Coun­
cil of Student Religious Affairs, _Hospi­
tality Committee,ANDREA M. MUR­
DOCK (Ypsilanti) Physical Education; 
Kappa Delta Pi, Adahi, President Alpha 
Xi Delta, A.W.S., W.R.A., Physical Edu­
cation Club, President Catalina Club, 
Homecoming Committee. THOMAS 
W. MURPHY (Ypsilanti) Jr.-Sr. High; 
CAROL J. MURRAY (Detroit) Later 
Elementary; Sigma Kappa. JAMES H. 
MYERS (Monroe) Special Education; 
Kappa Phi Alpha, Vets Club, Student 
Court. LEONARD E. NATKOWSKI 
(Dearborn) Education; Tau Kappa Ep­
silon, Varsity Club, Varsity Football. 
RAINER E. NAUS (East Detroit ) Busi­
ness Administration; Phi Sigma Epsilon, 
Student Council, Brown Hall Council. 
The field-house becomes the center of activities both for students and faculty. 
I!' 
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Crowd begins to gather outside of Bowen, for the graduation ceremonies. 
GARY B. NAVARRE (Petersburg) 
Special Education; President Vets Club, 
President Student Council, Mens Union, 
Special Education Club, Orientation 
Committee. WILLIAM G. NICKELS 
(Dearborn) Jr.-Sr. High; Sigma Tau 
Gamma, Kappa Delta Pi. LYNWOOD 
E. NOAH (Chelsea) Business Admin­
istration; Delta Sigma Phi. DANIEL B. 
NOWAK (Detroit) Mathematics; Track, 
Brown Hall Staff Assistant, Brown Hall 
Resident Assistant. 
THERESA A. OBERMEYER (Ypsi­
lanti) Jr.-Sr. High. SHEILA M. O'CON­
NELL (Dearborn) Special Education; 
EMU Players, Catalina Club, Special 
Education Club, Home Economics Club. 
JAMES E. O'CONNER, Jr. (Detroit) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Arm of Honor. TEOFILO 
E. OLMEDO (Ecuador) Jr.-Sr. High. 
JAN OSSA (Detroit) Business Admin­
istration; Beta Pi Gamma. DARL R. 
OSTRANDER (Ypsilanti) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Sigma Chi, Natural Science Club. NEIL 
C. OTTO (Jackson) Business Adminis­
tration; Tau Kappa Epsilon, Varsity 
Baseball. JOHN A. PALUCHNIAK 
(Dearborn) Ind. Ed.; M.I.E.S. 
·--
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JOYCE A PARKER (Detroit) Early 
Elementary; Inter-Varsity Christian Fel­
lowship, Band, Orchestra. ANN E. PAR­
KIN (Detroit) Art. LILA M. PEA-
- COCK (Wyandotte) Early Elementary. 
OLIVER M. PEL TONEN (Milan) Mu­
sic Education; Pi Kappa Phi, Phi Mu 
Alpha, Young Democrats Club, Mun­
sonian Reporter, Marching Band, Drum 
Major, Munson Hall Council, Choral 
Union, Civic Orchestra, Choir, Male 
Glee Club, EMU Players, R.O.T.C. 
MERLE J. PERKINS (Farmington) 
Natural Science; Beta Pi Gamma, Sec­
Science Club, Inter-Hall Council, Ad 
Board. CLIFFORD C. PERRY (Belle­
ville) Jr.-Sr. High; Cross Country, Track, 
R.O.T.C. Drill Team. AUDREY E. 
, PETAJA (Kearsarge) Music; Mu Phi 
) Epsilon, Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow­
ship, Student Religious Association, Con­
.,,� � lit'; cert and Marching Band, Choir. CAROL 
' -- ,. 
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M. PETERMAN (Ypsilanti) Early Ele-
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4/� mentary. 
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JOHN M. PETERMAN (Ypsilanti) 
Education; Circle K THERESA M. 
PICKENS (Maybee) Physical Educa­
tion; Womens Recreation Association, 
Secretary Physical Education Club, Vol­
leyball, Softball, Basketball, Golf. RICH­
ARD L. PIFER (Milford) Business 
Administration; Kappa Phi Alpha, Inter­
Fraternity Council, Mens Union. PAUL 
E. PILLSBURY (Ann Arbor) Econom­
ics; Delta Sigma Phi, Gamma Delta. 
ELIZABETH A PITTMAN (Detroit). 
WILLIAM J. PIZZUTI (Waterford). 
MABELLE M. PLATO (Dearborn) 
Liberal Arts; Sigma Kappa. WILLIAM 
J. PLATTEN (Royal Oak) Business 
Administration; Delta Sigma Phi, Presi­
dent Pine Grove Terrace Council. 
GERRI A. POHLONSKI (Dearborn) 
Early Elementary; Delta Zeta, EMU 
Players. LEONA M. POHLONSKI 
(Dearborn) Jr.-Sr. High; Sigma Kappa, 
Delta Psi Omega, Alpha Psi Omega, 
EMU Players. MARTHA ]. PORTER 
(Royal Oak) Early Elementary; Omega 
Phi Alpha, Wesley Foundation. JUD­
SON B. POWELL, Jr. (Detroit) Special 
Education. 
KATHERYN H. POZSONYI (River­
view) Later Elementary; Jones Secre­
tary. IRWIN R. PRICE (Oak Park ) 
Marketing; Tau Epsilon Phi, Football 
Intermurals, Business Administration 
Club, Vets Club. GAIL A PRITCHETT 
(Sandusky) Early Elementary. GEOR­
GIA G. PROPER (Berville) Special 
Education; Sigma Nu Phi, N.E.A., A.W.S. 
Executive Board, King Hall Advisory 
Board, King House Council, Orientation 
Committee. 
GERALD E. PRUITT (St. Clair) In­
dustrial Arts; Kappa Phi Alpha. NAN­
CY J. RAKER (Erie) Home Economics; 
Kappa Delta Pi, Home Economics Club. 
THERESE E. RAPP (Lincoln Park) 
BETTY A RAUB (Ypsilanti) Early 
Elementary. 
C. DOUGLAS RAWLINGS (Detroit) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Goodison House Council, 
Orientation Committee, Student Coun­
cil. DONNA E. REBLIN (Harper 
Woods) Home Economics; Student Edu­
cation Association, Home Economics 
Club. MARY ]. REED (Inkster) Later 
Elementary; Treasurer Alpha Kappa Al­
pha. JAMES W. REEDY (Monroe) 
Economics; Golf. 
TERRANCE L. REID (Detroit) Physi­
cal Education; Sigma Tau Gamma. 
HOWARD W. REINDEL (Ann Arbor) 
Business Administration; Arm of Honor, 
Cross Country, Track, Student Council, 
Chess Club. ROSANN RENKIEWICZ 
(Detroit) Early Elementary. ELMER 
A RENTZ (Detroit) Marketing; Sig­
ma Alpha Epsilon, Vets Club. 
RUTH A REZEK (Detroit) Early Ele­
mentary; Alpha Xi Delta, Majorette 
EMU Band, Treasurer Buell Hall Coun­
cil. BARBARA A RICHARDS (Dear­
born) Art; Art Guild. CAROLYN A 
RICHARDSON (Pittsford) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Recording Secretary Beta Pi Gamma. 
JOHN P. RICHERT (Centerline) Edu­
cation; Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
o. 
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President Elliot congratulates a graduate. 
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CAROLYN D. RIDLEY (Plymouth) 
Later Elementary; Ski Club, Jones Hall 
Resident Assistant. ALAN L. RIEGEL 
(Ypsilanti) Jr.-Sr. High; Natural Sci­
ence Club. MOHAMMED S. RIFAI 
(Lebanon) Chemistry, Arabic Club, 
Chemistry Club. EL TON L. ROBER­
SON (Lincoln Park) Art; Phi Sigma 
Epsilon, Inter-Fraternity Council. 
JUDITH J. ROBINSON (Fenton) Jr.­
Sr. High; Downing House Council, 
Freshman Counselor. LINDA L. ROG­
ERS (Fostoria) Early Elementary. 
ANN L. ROLLER (Sebewaing) Early 
Elementary; Mu Phi Epsilon, Kappa 
Delta Pi, Adahi, A. W. S., DIANA M. 
ROULO (Dearborn) Art Education. 
MADELEINE A. ROWE (Dearborn) 
Occupational Therapy; Alpha Sigma 
Tau. MIRIAM A. ROYER (Ypsilanti) .  
GEORGE H.  RUSS (Ypsilanti) Gen­
eral Business; R.0.T.C., Glee Club. 
MARY R. RY AN (Dearborn) Home 
Economics. 
RAYMOND H. SAARI (Ypsilanti) Jr.­
Sr. High; Pi Gamma Mu. NANCY A. 
SABLE (Inkster) Jr.-Sr. High; Year­
book Staff, Freshman Counselor, Buell 
Fire Marshall, Buell Social Chairman. 
BERNARp S. SADOWSKI (Ypsilanti) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Theta Chi, Newman Club, 
Chemistry Club. VALERIE J. SALAN­
CY (Dearborn) Jr.-Sr. High; Volleyball, 
Golf, W.R.A. Board Member, Buell Cor­
ridor Chairman, Hospitality Committee, 
English Club. 
DEAN R. SANDERS (Detroit) Indus­
trial Arts; Vets Club. MARY L. SAN­
FORD (Detroit) Physical Education; 
Alpha Xi Delta, Physical Education 
Club, Catalina Club, Modern Dance 
Club, Freshman Counselor. MARY A 
SAYLOR (Jonesville) Early Elemen­
tary; Sigma Nu Phi, Kappa Delta Pi, 
Stoics. PATRICIA E. SCHAFFER (De­
troit) Special Education; Delta Zeta. 
CHARLES J. SCHANKIN (Peters­
burg) Jr.-Sr. High; Men's Union, Gam­
ma Delta Vice President. SCHARON 
LEE SCHAUB (Monroe) Later Ele­
mentary; Newman Club, Secretary Buell 
House Council. MAMIE E. SCHELL 
(Ypsilanti ) Early Elementary. MARI­
LYN J. SCHMALHOLZ (Milan) Jr.­
Sr. High. 
Cadets take oath of office. 
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LOUISE P. SCHMENK (Milan) Jr.­
Sr. High; Historian Home Economics 
Club. LEE R. SCHOOLMEESTERS 
(Detroit) Business Administration; Del­
ta Sigma Phi, Band Student Council. 
JEAN S. SCHOONMAKER (Dear­
born) Social Studies. ROBERT 0. 
SCHREER (Ypsilanti) .  
CAROLYN SCHULTZ (Ypsilanti) 
Early Elementary; Sigma Sigma Sigma. 
PAUL L. SCHULTZ (Dundee) Gen­
eral Business; Kappa Phi Alpha, Men's 
Union. SANDRA M. SCHULZ (Flint) 
Home Economics; Historian Home Eco­
nomics Club, Newman Club. MARY 
BETH SEEL YE (Lapeer) Early Ele­
mentary; Alpha Sigma Tau, Freshman 
Counselor. 
DAVID G. SEMRAU (East Detroit) 
Physical Education; Varsity Golf. 
MARY P. SEPE (Lincoln Park) Jr.-Sr. 
High; Omega Phi Alpha, Downing 
House Council, Hospitality Committee, 
World University Service. MARY J. 
SERGOTT (Garden City) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Freshman Counselor, Basketball, Volley­
ball, Softball, Newman Club. JAMES 
W. SHAW (Maryland) Chemistry; Kap­
pa Phi Alpha, Men's Union. 
KENNETH L. SHAW (Detroit) Geog­
raphy. MARGARET A SHEA (Ypsi­
lanti) J r.-Sr. High; Beta Pi Gamma, Pi 
Kappa Delta, Newman Club, Stoics. 
JUDITH E. SHEETS (Flint) Jr.-Sr. 
High. ROBERT C. SHEFFLER (Ypsi­
lanti) Later Elementary; Cross Country, 
Track. 
WILLIAM R. SHEL TON (Howell) 
Physical Education; Inter-Varsity Chris­
tian Fellowship, Baseball, Basketball, 
Brown House Council. AUBREY L. 
SIMONS (Romulus) Jr.-Sr. High. ROB­
ERT L. SINELLI (Ypsilanti). JU­
DITH A SKIMIN (Wyandotte) Social 
Science; President Sigma Sigma Sig­
ma, Women's League, Student Activities 
Committee, J-Hop Committee. 
NANNETTE SMALLEY (Southgate) 
Early Elementary; Sigma Nu Phi, Ad­
visory Board. ALICE A. SMITH (Ypsi­
lanti) Jr.-Sr. High; Home Economics 
Club. CAROLYN SMITH (Ohio) 
Home Economics; Home Economics 
Club. KRISTIN K. SMITH (Ypsilanti) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Catalina Club. 
LARRY M. SMITH (Ypsilanti) Busi­
ness Education; Delta Sigma Phi. 
MARY L. SMITH (Birmingham) Spec­
ial Education; Sigma Kappa. SYLVIA 
]. SMITH (Dearborn) Early Elemen­
tary; Delta Zeta, A.W.S., Downing Ju­
dicial Board. PAUL R. SOBOL (Belle­
ville) Jr.-Sr. High; Phi Sigma Epsilon, 
President I.F.C. 
DELORES A. SONANDRES (Ann Ar­
bor) Social Studies. GERALD M. 
STANUSZEK (St. Charles) History; 
Sigma Tau Gamma, Choral Union. 
JOYCE M. STECKER (Adrian) Early 
Elementary. AL YCEMAE A. STEPH­
ENS (Pontiac) Early Elementary; Ome­
ga Phi Alpha. 
MELVYN C. STERNFELD (Detroit) 
Industrial Arts; Sigma Tau Gamma. 
LINDA M. STOCK (Detroit) Early 
Elementary; Sigma Sigma Sigma. RON­
ALD STODGHILL (Detroit) Pre-Med; 
Men's Union, Hospitality Committee, 
Student Activities Committee, R.O.T.C. 
Drill Team. HAROLD E. STONE 
(Wayne) Marketing. 
SHELLIE G. STONE (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. 
H i g h .  CATHERINE ST. PIERRE 
(Lakeland) Jr.-Sr. High. SANDRA L. 
STRICKLAND (Southgate) Early Ele­
mentary; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Down­
ing Hall Advisory Board, Choral Union. 
ROGER L. STRONG (Onsted) Jr.-Sr. 
High; Football. 
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JOAN M. SULLIVAN (Temperance) 
Later Elementary. JUDY A. SWAB 
(Lapeer) Jr.-Sr. High; Alpha Xi Delta, 
Women's League, Goddard Treasurer, 
Goddard House Council, Freshman 
Counselor, Goddard Social Committee. 
JOHN S. SZEWC, Jr. (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. 
High. LARRY A. TAMBURRO (Dear­
born) Jr.-Sr. High; Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
DOROTHY E. TANK (Lincoln Park) 
Art; Alpha Sigma Tau, Gamma Delta, 
English Club. DOROTHY 0. T ARK 
(Plymouth) Later Elementary; Hospi­
tality Committee. ROBERT J. TAR­
TON! ( Warren) Jr.-Sr. High; Kappa 
Phi Alpha, Basketball, Football. DEN­
NIS A. TEICHOW (Marine City) Jr.­
Sr. High. 
PATIENCE A. THAYER (Clarkston ) 
Home Economics; Home Economics 
Club. JOAN F. THOMAS (St. Clair 
Shores) Later Elementary; Inter-Var­
sity Christian Fellowship. MARTIN L. 
THOMAS (Warren ) Physical Educa­
tion; Football, Lettermans Club. RUTH 
A. THOMAS (Ypsilanti) Later Ele­
mentary; Womens League, Dames Club. 
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RICHARD T. THOMPSON (Ply­
mouth) Jr.-Sr. High; Sigma Tau Gam­
ma, Alphi Psi Omega, EMU Players, 
Editor-In-Chief Eastern Echo. EUGENE 
A THORNTON (Dexter) Business Ad­
ministration. DORIS M. TIMM (Al­
pena) Later Elementary; Gamma Del­
ta, Young Republicans Club, Choral 
Union. SUSANNE TONES (Detroit) 
English Literature; Panhellenic, EMU 
Players, English Club. 
ANN N. TRAVIS (Detroit) Jr. - Sr. 
High. DONALD J. TREFRY (Jones­
ville) Physical Education; Kappa Phi 
Alpha, Varsity Club, Football, Basket­
ball, Track. PAUL D. TROCHET (Yp­
silanti) Applied Science; R.O.T.C. Drill 
Team. EDWARD D. URSEL (Lincoln 
Park) Business Administration. 
WALLA CE L. VAN ALSTINE (Y psi­
lanti) Liberal Arts; Delta Sigma Phi, 
Homecoming Committee, Varsity Foot­
ball. JOHN D. VAN WINKLE (Milan) 
Physical Education; Cross Country, 
Track, Football. NORMAN L. VES­
PRINI (Detroit) Business Administra­
tion; Sigma Tau Gamma President, Hos­
pitality Committee. ELLA M. VOGT 
(Ionia) Music Education; Inter-Varsity 
Christian Fellowship, Choir, Chorus, 
MENC. 
' 
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LINDA H. WAARA (Detroit) Later 
Elementary; Freshman Counselor Buell. 
JESSIE E. W ACKUS (Willis) Early 
Elementary; English Club. ROY N. 
WADE (Ypsilanti) General Business. 
MICHAEL J. WARREN (Southfield) 
Pre-Law; Phi Sigma Epsilon, EMU 
Players. 
NANCY L. WAYDAK (Birmingham) 
Early Elementary; Tri Sigma; A.W.S., 
King Hall Advisory Council, Freshman 
Counselor, King Hall Junior Ad Board, 
Downing Hall Social Committee. JOAN 
WAYTULONIS (Marine City) Early 
Elementary. LUCY S. WEBB (Detroit) 
Special Education; Special Education 
Club. ERNEST 0. WEBER (Ypsilan­
ti) Jr.-Sr. High; Natural Science Club, 
Football, Basketball, Tennis. 
SAMUEL R. WEBSTER (St. Clair) 
Business Administration; Kappa Phi Al­
pha, Stoics. DONN A M. WEIDENBACH 
(Inkster) Jr.-Sr. High; Sigma Sigma 
Sigma, Stoics, Adahi, Kappa Delta Pi, 
Secretary Downing Hall, King Hall Res­
ident Assistant. BARBARA A. WEISS 
(Northville) Home Economics; Student 
Education Assoication, Home Economics 
Club, Volleyball, Softball. CAROL A. 
WESTERDALE (Wyandotte) Physical 
Education. 
JOELLEN C. WHEELER (Jackson) 
Early Elementary; Band, Downing 
Transfer C o  u n s e 1 o r. SANDRA K. 
WHIPPLE (Ypsilanti)  Early Elemen­
tary; Treasurer Library Club. JIM T. 
WHITAKER (Ann Arbor) Jr.-Sr. High; 
C h e m i s t r y  Club, Geography Club. 
EDITH G. WIARD (Ypsilanti) .  
THOMAS D. WIARD (Muskegon) Jr.­
Sr. High. WILLARD L. WIARD (Ypsi­
lanti) Jr.-Sr. High; Sigma Tau Gamma. 
ROBERT F. WIERZBICKI (Ecorse) 
Jr.-Sr. High; Tau Kappa Epsilon, Cross 
Country. RICHARD WIGER (New 
York) Pre-Med.; Ski Club, Basketball, 
Student Council, Choir. 
JUDY L. WILBANKS (Detroit) Early 
Elementary; Ski Club, Advisory Board. 
PAUL J. WILL (Detroit) Jr.-Sr. High; 
Pi Kappa Phi, Pi Gamma Mu, Vice­
President Kappa Delta Pi, Inter-Frater­
nity Council. JANET K. WILLIAMS 
(Grass Lake) Early Elementary. ROB­
ERT W. WILLIAMS (Port Sanilac) 
General Business. 
SUSAN J. WILSON (Livonia) Early 
Elementary; Sigma Sigma Sigma. LOAH 
JEAN WISNER (Lansing) Early Ele­
mentary; Volleyball, S.N.E.A., Inter­
Varsity Christian Fellowship. DORO­
THY A. WISZ ( Taylor) Later Ele­
mentary; Sigma Nu Phi, Panhellenic 
Secretary, Downing House Council. 
JOHN D. WITTEN (Milan) Music 
Education; Pi Kappa Phi, Phi Mu Al­
pha, Homecoming Committee, Choral 
Union, Choir, EMU Bank. 
ROBERT L. WOHLFIEL (Berkley) 
General Business; Psi Kappa Alpha, In­
tramural Sports. WILLIAM B. WOLF 
(Allen Park) Geography; Arm of Hon­
or, Football. JAMES B. WOOD (Mi­
lan) Business Administration; Advertis­
ing Manager Echo, Sports Editor East­
ern Echo, Pi Kappa Phi. KATHLEEN 
A. WUBBENA (Ypsilanti) Early Ele­
mentary; Chi Omega. 
SHARON L. WYNN (Highland Park ) 
Early Elementary. DONNA E. Y AKES 
(Pennsylvania) Special Education; Oc­
cupational Therapy Club. BETTY YEO­
TIS (Flint) Early Elementary. DORO­
THY M. YONGE (Manchester) Mu­
sic Education; Kappa Delta Pi. 
JUDITH M. ZELLER (Ypsilanti) 
Early Elementary; Omega Phi Alpha, 
Newman Club. 
RICHARD T. WILBUR ( Ypsilanti )  
Secondary Education, Art; P i  Kappa 
Phi. 
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The final face of the college year-this senior packs for the last time. 
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Without the cooperation of many people, this book could have never been 
produced. We owe a debt of thanks to our photographers, Dick Wilbur, Joe Pra­
ter, Bud Small, and Rosemary Lawrence. And thanks, too, to the men of Uni­
versity News Services and Publications, Bill Jones, Al Jones, and Dick Dabek. 
Acknowledgements go to E. James Kitson, Manager of McKenny Hall. 
A final word of gratitude to Edwards Brothers Inc., the firm that printed this 
book. 
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